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Abstract
The Monona Active Transportation Summer Outreach Project was led by the City of Monona’s
Sustainability Committee and UW-Madison student, Maria Castillo as part of a Wisconsin Open
Education Community Fellowship (WOECF). The project served as a bridge between similarly
focused Spring and Fall Urban and Regional Planning courses at the University of WisconsinMadison. Matching coursework was done through the University of WI-Madison as part of a
collaborative project called University Alliance. This alliance pairs UW Courses, Faculty, and
Students with Monona City Staff in order to combine resources to do work on municipal
projects. Aggregating data from public input through community outreach efforts was done in
the form of a survey distributed at publicly held events and online through social media.
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1.0 Introduction
1.1 Background
The UniverCity Year project is a yearlong partnership model of a campus-wide program called
the UniverCity Alliance, a collective effort between existing UW-Madison courses and
departments that have been exploring ways to leverage UW expertise to help create more
livable cities. One of the four main areas of focus within the partnership is Sustainable
Transportation, which aims to help Monona understand existing bicycle, pedestrian, and transit
infrastructure and connections, while focusing on specific population groups and destinations
such as children and schools. Other partners from the UniverCity Alliance include UWMadison's COWS, Global Health Institute, Institute for Research on Poverty, Morgridge Center
for Public Service, Nelson Institute for Environmental Studies, Department of Urban and
Regional Planning, and UW-Extension.1
The Wisconsin Open Education Community Fellowship (WOECF) exemplifies the Wisconsin
Idea which is to combine education, research and community service around the world. The
WOECF provides students with a unique experience to work with a Wisconsin community they
feel have a personal connection to, providing students the opportunity to explore academic
possibilities and develop in a professional environment while giving back to a Wisconsin
community. The Monona Active Transportation Summer Outreach Project: Building Community
Engagement, was based on the Climate Change Policy and Public Health Massive Open Online
Course (MOOC) offered by UW in 2015.2
For the purposes of the survey, the term Active Transportation was used to refer to walking,
cycling and using transit to get from one place to another.
1.2 Prior Research Activity
In Spring 2016, Urban & Regional Planning (URPL) offered the first course to participate in the
UniverCity Year with Monona. The City of Monona gave suggestions to the course, URPL
Bicycles, Pedestrians, and the City, taught by Professor Dave Cieslewicz, and in 13 weeks it
produced a plan to help the city advance from its recently awarded bronze Bike-Friendly
Community Status to Silver in the near future. The plan focuses on Monona’s work towards the
League of American Bicyclists’ (LAB) Bicycle Friendly Community silver designation. The
criteria for the designation of a bronze, silver, gold, or platinum Bicycle Friendly Community is
based on the “Five E’s:” Education, Encouragement, Enforcement, Engineering, and
Evaluation.”
The primary deliverable of this work was a neighborhood bicycle and pedestrian audit
conducted by the class on March 10, 2016. Teams rated their intersections and adjacent road
segments on items in the areas of land use environment, transportation environment, walking
1
2

To learn more about the UniverCity Year project, visit http://univercity.wisc.edu
To learn more about the WOECF, visit http://morgridge.wisc.edu/woecf
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environment, bicycling environment, and facilities and aesthetics. Particular care was taken to
record detailed notes about the walking and bicycling environments and each team also
recorded the number of bikers and walkers they saw during the study period. Auditors covered
around 30 intersections, and gave Monona an average score of 41.6 out of 100. The lowest
score was 12, and the highest score was 69.
As this class was an early start for the UniverCity Year project and the second class would not
be until the fall semester at UW, there was a big gap between both courses and there was
space for an outreach and engagement program, which gave rise to the summer project to
provide useful information for the Fall Urban Planning Workshop.
1.3 Objectives
The main goal of the project was to collect public input on the City’s current environment for
active transportation while engaging the community and gathering data that would aid in making
fact based decisions. There were two main means for communicating the project to potential
respondents. One means was in person at events in Monona, and the second means was by
using promotional materials such as PSA’s and social media. Regardless of the means, the goal
was to effectively communicate the purpose of the survey, the project, and the City’s efforts to
listen to the community to understand how they feel in regard to active transportation.
The survey was designed to collect quantitative information about Monona residents, such as
how often respondents use a mode of transportation or where they travel to, as well as
qualitative information regarding why they use one means over the other, or why they use a
specific route. In order to gather input on the City’s current environment, the survey was
available to Monona residents and to those from surrounding communities who often use
Monona routes. Additionally, the survey provided space for respondents to choose if they
wanted to be contacted again. Thus, the hope is to keep informed those who chose to learn
more about the project and form a bike advocacy group and a volunteering group in Monona in
the near future, all with residents who are based in Monona rather than with UW students.
By contacting and engaging community members and stakeholders, the goal was to create new
partnerships and strengthen existing ones to build a more aware community in regards to active
transportation as well as a bicycle/pedestrian friendly community.

2.0 Methodology
2.1 Outreach Activities
In addition to collecting information, the survey served as a tool to engaging stakeholders,
informing the community about the City’s willingness to listen to its residents and about its
efforts to make improvements regarding active transportation. Since the UniverCity Year
partnership is new for all parties, it was fundamental to start off by reaching out to the
community and providing them with information on what the project encompassed.
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Firstly, research on potential stakeholders that could get involved with the project was done.
This included gathering information from individuals and organizations that had worked with the
Committee in previous occasions as well as researching new groups. Stakeholders were
contacted by e-mail and by phone, and a letter with a description of the project was sent out as
well as an invitation to the kickoff meeting. By networking and creating new contacts through
entities such as the Wisconsin Bike Federations and Monona City staff, is was possible to reach
out to more individuals and groups and intrigue them about the project.
The first 100 people who filled out the survey earned a Bicycle Benefits Sticker, donated by the
Bike to the Library program3. Bicycle Benefits is a program that encourages citizens to bike
more by getting discounts at participating businesses. Similarly, Planet Bike, a bicycle
accessories company from Madison, donated 30 bike accessories, which were used to
incentivize residents to take the survey and participate in a raffle to earn prizes.
Fliers with the link to the survey were distributed during community held events. At some events
such as the Memorial Day parade, Monona Community Festival, Monona Farmers’ Market, and
National Night Out, Maria Castillo, Brad Bruun, and/or Zac Barnes distributed surveys by
greeting patrons throughout the crowd, informing them on the City's Active Transportation
Project, and letting them know how they can get involved. At other events, such as Bike to the
Library and Concerts in Winnequah Park, Monona’s Public Library and Monona Senior Center
collaborated by providing a space for tabling. A teacher from Winnequah School collaborated
with the distribution of flyers to parents picking up kids from summer school.
Physical copies of the survey were available at the Monona Senior Center where Staff members
encouraged people to take the survey; at City Hall residents had the option to take printed
copies of the survey and drop them back at City Hall at any time. Furthermore, the flyer was
posted online in the Committee’s website, and in Facebook pages such as the Monona’s radio
station -The Voice of Monona (WVMO) and Monona East-Side Business Alliance (MESBA).
Additionally, two PSA’s were recorded in June and aired by The Voice of Monona (WVMO).
2.2 Survey and Sampling
The survey had a brief introduction informing respondents about the goal of the survey, the
Monona Sustainability Committee’s role, and the purpose of Monona's UniverCity Year Active
Transportation project. Additionally, it informed that the responses were completely anonymous
and that it was optional to leave their contact information if they wanted to participate in a raffle
to win prizes or would like to hear more about volunteer opportunities related to the Active
Transportation Project or be part of a bike advocacy group in Monona.
The questions from the survey were designed to determine the following: the frequency with
which Monona residents bike, walk, use transit, or drive; identify top destinations residents go to
when using active transportation; understand why and why not residents use active
3

To learn more about Bicycle Benefits, visit http://bb2.bicyclebenefits.org/. To learn more about Bike to
the Library, visit http://biketothelibrary.org/
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transportation; learn which bicycle and pedestrian improvements appeal the most to them; learn
whether residents know about transit service, the Monona Express; and learn about general
concerns and suggestions residents have about specific areas and issues. Additionally, there
was a demographics section intended to help identify the population group that was participating
in the survey the most and which groups need more encouragement for future participation.
Most of the events where survey flyers were distributed had high percentages of bicyclists
attendees, and even though these events were in Monona, many Madison residents were
present. Thus, during the events, sampling was not random but rather targeted to Monona
bikers who were actively present at city held events. Distributing the survey through social
media also had a targeted audience of active Monona residents, mostly parents, who are
already interested in sustainability related topics.
Most flyers were distributed to families with children and to small groups of people while
introducing them to the survey and the project. While almost 1,000 flyers were distributed, less
than 100 flyers were distributed to people without engaging them in a conversation; this includes
flyers that were placed on bikes parked on bike racks.
The survey remains available beyond the summer project is completed and can be reactivated
to collect additional responses. However, for the purposes of this report, the responses used
were those filled out by Friday, August 26th. This consists of 229 responses, including 197 from
Monona residents.
2.3 Response Rates
Out of 229 surveys, 224 were filled out to completion. These 5 respondents lack the
demographic information collected from questions in the last section of the survey. Other than
this, all of the surveys were fully completed. Only a few respondents did not answer all of the
questions. It is assumed that respondents occasionally skipped a question unintentionally, but it
is also possible that respondents who did not feel the question applied to them skipped the
question intentionally.
Similarly, less than 10 surveys had one or two responses that were not answered in a correct
manner. These instances were primarily with questions Q5.a and Q5.b, as some respondents
were not able to figure out how to drag and relocate the responses in the desired order. The
‘Prefer not to answer’ options in the demographics section was chosen less than five times by
all respondents. The option ‘Other’ also played a small role in the demographics responses, but
a larger role in the questions related to active transportation.
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3.0 Survey and Project Results
This section analyzes and summarizes the responses to specific questions that are related to
each other. Data with percentages from each question and a list with responses to open-ended
questions can be found in Appendix 3.
3.1 Engagement
Initial research on potential stakeholders generated a comprehensive list of individuals and
organizations with contact information of the primary person that could be contacted, the name
of the organization, activity they helped out with in the past, city of residence, and type of
involvement (advocate, stakeholder, or volunteer). This list made it easier to identify who
needed to be contacted for promoting the project and survey, partnering to do outreach
activities at a particular event, asking for donations, or sending out invitations for a meeting.
A project kickoff meeting in May brought six stakeholders from Monona, Madison and Fitchburg,
and two members of the Monona Sustainability Committee for a total of eleven attendees. The
second group meeting had nine attendees. Other Monona residents and stakeholders who were
not able to attend these meetings met in person with Maria Castillo or Brad Bruun at different
times.
During outreach activities in events, both Monona residents and non-Monona residents were
intrigued by the tabling with the surveys, flyers, pamphlets from the Wisconsin Bike Federation,
and Monona t-shirts. Additionally, most of the engagement was achieved when walking around
and approaching people to talk to them about the project. Some people asked further questions
about the project, about the Monona Sustainability Committee, and about Bicycle Benefits, but
few respondents chose to take the survey at that time.
Out of the 229 respondents, 134 left their contact information to participate in the raffle to win
prizes. Additionally, 65 respondents (28%) chose to be contacted again: 48 chose to be
contacted regarding future communications from the Monona Sustainability Committee and/or
the UniverCity Year project, 33 regarding learning more about volunteering opportunities at City
held upcoming events, and 34 regarding joining a bike advocacy group in Monona.
The survey was shared with a newly formed bike advocacy group called Madison Bikes, with a
Bicycle Equity Group from Madison, and with bike advocates from Fitchburg.
During the summer, children and students were not widely engaged with the survey. However,
there are recommendations to get them involved since they make up a big part of the population
and they also do have strong feelings towards active transportation conditions.
By the end of the summer, the Committee made two orders of Bike Monona t-shirts that survey
respondents eagerly ordered and wish to wear showing the Bike Monona logo.
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3.2 Respondents Demographics
The majority of respondents were Monona residents (197, 86%). Most non-Monona residents
were from Madison, and others were from Fitchburg, Edgerton, Mcfarland, and Cottage Grove.
A slight majority of respondents identified as female (144, 64%), and almost half of respondents
(105, 47%) indicated their current age group to be 30-44. Almost all respondents (212, 94.22%)
identified as White/Caucasian (D1-D5).
Most respondents indicated they are employed full-time (155, 68.58%). Nearly equal numbers
of respondents indicated to be either employed part-time (27, 11.95%), or full-time parents 26
(11.50%). Fewer respondents indicated to be retired or self-employed, and only 9 respondents
(4%) were full-time or part-time students. With regard to household income, most respondents
fell into the $40,000 to just under $100,000 (84, 40.98%), or $100,000 to just under $150,000
(81, 39.51%) ranges. The number of members per household, however, was not asked (D6,
D7).
Chart 1. Modes of transportation respondents have access to. (Q1)

As it can be seen in Chart 1, the large majority of respondents have access to a vehicle (97%)
or to a bicycle (94%). Additionally, most respondents (68%) also do other, which was indicated
to be mainly walking. Only one fourth of respondents use public transportation; few respondents
(14%) use Uber/taxi or a ride-share program; less than 3% are members of a car-share
program; and 0.44% use a wheelchair, walker or similar device.
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3.3 Frequency Use of Modes of Transportation and Reasoning
The main findings from Chart 2, indicate that respondents drive considerably more during both
periods of time than they use any other mode of transportation; and most respondents drive with
the highest frequency (5 or more times a week). On the other side, the number of respondents
who use transit with high frequencies is very low, whereas most respondents never or less than
1 time per month use transit.
From Chart 2, it can be said that during the months November-March, respondents walk with
similar frequencies, while during April-October, most of the people walk in higher frequencies. It
can also be seen that more respondents bike with lower frequencies during November-March,
but during April-October, respondents bike with higher frequencies.
Chart 2. Frequency use of modes of transportation during winter November-March (winter) and
April-October (Summer). (Q2.a, Q2.b)

During the months of November-March, most respondents (50) walk 2 to 4 times per week,
while 46 walk 5 or more times per week; most respondents (72) never bike, while 19 bike 5 or
more times per week; most respondents (132) never use transit, while only 5 use transit 5 or
more times per week; and the majority of respondents (177) drive 5 or more times per week
while only 1 never drives or drives less than 1 time per month.
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Most respondents who chose ‘never’ to ‘bike’ as mode of transportation indicated they do not do
so because it is too cold, or icy; those who chose ‘never’ for ‘transit’ indicated that the times and
locations are limited, inefficient, inconvenient, or not available for them, and some also indicated
lack of knowledge about transit services. Additionally, some indicated they do not need to bike
or use transit as they own and drive their cars all the time.
During the months of April-October, most respondents (83) walk 5 or more times per week; bike
2 to 4 times per week (60); never use transit (139), while only less than 2% does 5 or more
times per week; and the majority of respondents (154) drive 5 or more times per week.
During the months of April-October, a slightly higher number of respondents indicated that they
do not use transit, compared to that during the winter months. Respondents indicated it is
inconvenient, they are not aware of its services, they prefer to drive, and thus transit is a last
resource.
It can be said that during April to October, compared to November to March, 17% more
respondents walk 5 or more times a week; 18% more respondents bike 5 or more times a week;
1% less respondents use transit 5 or more times a week; and 11% less respondents drive 5 or
more times a week.
These results clearly indicate that respondents use active transportation more often during the
summer, which at the same time means that weather and seasons are important reasons for
deciding whether to use active transportation. Biking and walking more frequently also matches
driving less, which means that these respondents replace one mode of transportation with the
other. Use of transit, however, remains constant as being the lowest means respondents use at
any high frequencies.
3.4 Streets/Routes Respondents Prefer to Use or Not to Use
The majority of respondents indicated they prefer to use (Q3.a) streets and routes that have
sidewalks or bike lanes, mainly for safety concerns. Additionally, respondents prefer roads
around the lake because they can enjoy the scenery, as they consider them pretty, fun, and
more quiet, such as Winnequah and Tonyawatha. Less than half respondents indicated they
take specific streets for convenience, because they live on certain streets or because they want
to get to a path, and most of them try to use less busy roads when possible. Roads used for
convenience include Owen Ave, Shore Acres, Wallace Avenue, and Bridge Road. Generally
speaking, respondents find appealing streets that are quiet and pretty, both for walking and
biking.
The streets respondents prefer specifically for walking on are those with sidewalks, and even
more, those with street lights. Respondents prefer Monona Drive, Nichols, Dean, and
Winnequah, all for safety concerns, especially when traveling with kids. Similarly, they prefer
Tonyawatha because there are fewer cars and Winnequah for the lake views. Fewer
respondents indicated they prefer Falcon Circle and Ford Street to visit parks with kids;
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Midmoor, Maywood and Greenway because they are quiet and good to get through town; and
from Southern Circle, to the bubbler at Winnequah to avoid carrying water.
For biking, respondents indicated a preference for bike paths, bike lanes, and the lake loop,
especially where cars are watching for bikes. Their preference is towards roads that are
flatter/less hilly, and where there is less traffic. Thus, respondents prefer Winnequah,
Tonyawatha, and other lake loop roads due to painted bike lanes; Monona Drive, Midmoor and
McKenna because there is less traffic; Bridge Road with the new bike lanes, and Greenway
because it has less traffic and respondents find it pretty.
The streets and routes respondents prefer not to take (Q3.b) are primarily Winnequah Road, as
it does not have sidewalks, some parts of the bike path can be blocked by garbage cans,
between the dream park area and Broadway “other bikers and walkers are not courteous
enough to share the road or use the bump outs properly,” cars frequently drive too close to the
gutters and “speeding is the norm,” and there is a lack of enforcement for speeding and keeping
vehicles out of the bike lanes. Most respondents seemed to agree in not liking how Winnequah
is shared by drivers, bicyclists, pedestrians, parked cars, and snow and dirt during the winter,
and overall describing it as very dangerous with a high potential for crashes and fatalities.
Monona Drive was the second road most commented on, mainly because it is too busy, traffic is
traveling too fast, sidewalks are too narrow, and curb is often dirty, thus respondents find it
discouraging to bike.
East Broadway and Bridge Road were also indicated as not preferred as there is too much
traffic and Bridge Road at the bend is very dangerous when cars are parked there. Fewer
respondents indicated they do not like Buckeye because it has poor quality, Dean because
there is no bike lane; Midmoor as traffic is very fast and seemingly unaware of pedestrian and
bicycle rights; and Maymood because drivers are always speeding and pay no attention to
school zone laws.
Even though some respondents indicated they prefer Winnequah for biking and walking, this
was certainly not their most common answer, as there were over fifteen other roads/routes
respondents prefer to take and Winnequah was chosen mainly because it is flat, it is shady, and
scenic. Conversely, when respondents indicated they do not prefer Winnequah for biking and
walking, they had stronger feelings in regards to all the reasons why it is not good for active
transportation, and was clearly the most commonly mentioned road in these responses.
From the responses above, it can be said that the most important concern when respondents
chose which roads/routes to take and which ones not to take was safety, and this was also
where respondents elaborated their responses the most. Some respondents indicated that they
have been close to a crash, even with strollers and when walking lights were green, and many
even predicted that only one inattentive driver may lead to a biking fatality in Monona.
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3.5 Preferred Modes of Transportation to Destinations in Monona
Chart 3. Top choices of modes of transportation for each of the destinations that apply to
respondents. (Q4)

As it can be seen in Chart 3, when respondents go to work, most of them drive (182, 87%), or
bike (93, 44%); to school they drive (71, 55%) or bike (53%); to the park they walk (176, 81%),
or bike (146, 68%); to the library they bike (139, 64%), or walk (132, 61%); to visit a friend they
drive (150, 69%), or bike (63, 53%); to get groceries they drive (214, 96%), or bike (63, 28%);
for leisure shopping they drive (200, 95%), or bike (54, 26%); to go to a bar or restaurant they
drive (192, 88%), or bike (93, 43%); to get to an appointment/meeting they drive (208, 96%), or
bike (66, 30%); to get kids from one place to the other they drive (164, 96%), or bike (63, 37%);
and to do ‘other’ such as go to church, to the airport, to the farmers’ market, to the child’s day
care, to Menards, or to City Hall, they mostly drive (8, 50%) or bike (8, 50%).
From a different angle, it can be said that respondents drive the most to get groceries and to get
to an appointment/meeting, and the least to go to the park or go to the library; bike the most to
go to the park and to a coffee/ice cream shop, and the least for leisure shopping or getting
groceries; walk the most to go to the park and go to the library, and the least to go to work or go
to and appointment/meeting; and use transit the most to go to work or get to an
appointment/meeting, and the least to go to the park, to a coffee/ice cream shop, or to a
bar/restaurant.
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There is an overlap between the destinations respondents bike and walk to the most (the park,
a coffee/ice cream shop, and the library). Furthermore, there is a correlation between where
respondents drive the most to (get groceries and get to an appointment/meeting) and where
they bike the least to (leisure shopping or getting groceries, go to work or go to and
appointment/meeting) and vice-versa. It is possible that this means that when most respondents
have the option to use any means of transportation, they use whichever is more convenient
rather than using the same mode all the time. Additionally, as expected from the demographics
and the frequency use of each mode of transportation during summer and winter months, transit
was the mode of transportation that was chosen the least for every one of the destinations
except for work, where the order was drive, bike, transit and walk, and the most common
reasons is that work is too far to walk.
Responses from Chart 3 coincide with responses from Chart 4. For example, half of
respondents indicated they most likely use active transportation for exercising or recreation (i.e.
going to the park); over half of respondents indicated the second scenario they use active
transportation for is leisure activities (i.e. going to a coffee/ice cream shop); and more than half
respondents indicated commuting to and from necessary destinations (i.e. going to work or
going to and appointment/meeting) is the the last of the three scenarios they would use active
transportation for, which not surprisingly is the scenario in which most respondents prefer to
drive (which is not active transportation).
Chart 4. Reasons why respondents use active transportation the most. (Q5.a)

Even though commuting was not indicated to be the most common case for using active
transportation, most respondents indicated that when they use it for commuting the main reason
is to take advantage of the health benefits, followed by it being more environmentally friendly, as
can be seen in Chart 5.
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Chart 5. Main reasons for using active transportation to commute. (Q5.b)

3.6 Opinions Towards Active Transportation
The most common reasons keeping respondents from using active transportation can be seen
in Chart 6. With more than 100 responses each, the main reasons were time constraints,
weather/seasons, and main destinations being too far from their houses. Fewer respondents
chose poor road quality, but those who did specified Cottage Grove Road, Winnequah Road,
Shore Acres Road. Respondents selecting ‘other’ indicated difficulty carrying things on bike
when shopping, fear of being hit by vehicles, lack of Metro stops in Monona, and a need to run
errands across the city as reasons for not using active transportation. Less than 3% indicated
they do not own a bike or do not know how to repair it, or that they have health issues.
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Chart 6. Main reasons keeping respondents from using active transportation. (Q6)

When asking respondents which bicycle and pedestrian improvements would make using active
transportation more appealing to them, it can be seen in Chart 7 that the improvements that
were mostly marked as ‘Very important’ were: more designated bike lanes, more interconnected
pedestrian and bike routes, bike parking at crowded events, and bike racks at main
destinations, each of them with a hundred or more responses. Most respondents marked as
‘Somewhat Important’ biking and pedestrian education, bike to school programs, and ability to
take bikes on buses. Even though the most common response for incentives from employers
and incentives from stores respondents tend to shop at was ‘Not Important,’ only half or less of
the responses indicated this, with the other half of the responses divided between ‘Very
Important’ and ‘Somewhat Important’.
Other improvements included enforcing laws governing bikers behavior, better lightning at
busier roads, having more businesses respondents want to go to, “dining options or grocery like
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or actually Trader Joe’s,” adding a B-Cycle station, adding barriers between auto and bike
lanes, better pavement in winter, and covered bicycle parking to protect from rain.
Chart 7. Bicycle and pedestrian improvements that would make using active transportation more
appealing to respondents. (Q7)

3.7 Recommendations for Active Transportation Encouragement
The most common answer among those who filled out the open-ended question about what
they feel the City of Monona could do to encourage them to use active transportation within the
city (Q8) was directly related to the addition of sidewalks and bike lanes, which included more
bike boulevards, wider bike lanes, properly marked bike lanes, bike paths, more trails, and bike
shoulders. These comments often addressed safety issues too, which was the second biggest
concern. Respondents showed interest in bike lanes having better lightning and signaling, and
in slowing the speed of traffic on main roads with speed bumps, traffic enforcement and road
laws to avoid accidents from inattentive driving and making roads safer for kids. The next area
respondents commented the most on was education, both for bicyclists and drivers, followed by
encouragement for bicyclists, including having more events, bike clubs for kids and group rides
for different populations. Respondents also showed interest in businesses having more bike
racks and a more walkable environment; employee incentives and placing a walkable/bikeable
grocery store near the library. Other responses included adding a B-Cycle station, making safe
streets clean of winter gravel, creating a map of active pedestrian paths/bicycle paths to
prominent locations, creating better signage to feature Monona resources (i.e. distance to the
library or playgrounds), and creating incentives for biking and walking.
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3.8 Additional Comments
At the end of the survey, respondents were asked to leave any additional comments they had
(D8) and the responses were very positive overall. Respondents were glad to see a needs
survey, appreciated having the opportunity to leave their opinions and provide feedback, and
were thankful that the City is working on improving active transportation and transit in Monona.
Some respondents indicated that they spent a good time filling out the survey and hope to see
improvements as a result. Additionally, respondents asked for more communication about
Monona transit (Monona Express and Monona Lyft), addressing driver behavior in a massive
way and enforcing laws on both motorists and cyclists.

4.0 Monona Transit
Since most respondents indicated they have access to a vehicle or to a bicycle (Q1), it was not
surprising that in that same question only one fourth of respondents indicated they use transit in
Monona. It was also not surprising that 24 respondents (10.67%) did not know Monona has its
own bus service, the Monona Express (Q9).
The most common reasons why respondents do not use Monona’s bus service, as it can be
seen in Chart 8, is that buses do not run where respondents need to go, buses do not run when
respondents need to go, respondents would rather drive, buses take too long, and respondents
do not know enough about how to use the service. ‘Other’ open-ended responses included
having kids using a car seat, the system being expensive and having separate fares from
Madison Metro, driving being more convenient, biking being faster and not having a set
schedule, and the bus schedule being too early for work. On the other side, positive responses
indicated that the bus was a great option when respondents could not ride a bike or when the
car was in shop, or that they would like to buy a pass with unlimited rides for one year.
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Chart 8. Main reasons why respondents do not use transit in Monona. (Q10)

When asking respondents what else they feel the City of Monona could do to encourage them
to use active transportation within the city (Q8), about one fifth of the responses referred to
transit, which demonstrated that respondents had already started thinking about transit being an
option for active transportation and were sharing their thoughts about it even though they may
not use it.
The most common recommendation by respondents on Monona transit was to expand and
connect the bus system with Madison Metro, saying specifically that “it would be fine to pay a
little extra for Monona to Madison connection," recommending to work with UW to decrease the
cost of rides on Monona transit to campus or to create bus share/pass incentives for UW
employees, as it is almost the same daily cost to drive and park than to take bus in. Similarly, a
respondent stated that it would cost him/her over $700 a year to ride the Monona transit as it
would be necessary to drive and park in order to take the service.
Other specific recommendations indicated getting a route to where the Senior Center, the
Library, and the City offices are, and stops along Monona Drive and Broadway, “as it is obvious
that this is VERY badly needed;” providing more education on Monona transit, getting more
times a day as the service seems to be very limited; having mass transit on weekends to go
downtown for those wanting to go out, to the farmers’ market, shop, or more; teaching bus
drivers to stop at designated stops even if there is no one they recognize as a regular user: “If
they don't know you, they think you aren't waiting for them and drive on without stopping. It's not
very encouraging to take the bus when you are stranded at your stop and there won't be
another bus coming until the next day because the bus hardly ever runs.”
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5.0 Conclusions
5.1 Learning Outcomes
Having the possibility to monitor the responses that were coming into the system made it easier
to identify the amount of people that were intrigued by the survey and clicked on it to at least try
to fill it out. The great majority of people, however, closed the survey once opened and did not
fill it out, leaving the survey in 6% progress. Luckily, it was easy to delete these responses so
that no empty surveys would mix up the totals. This shows that there was a lot of intrigued
people who tried to take the survey, but only 229 were committed enough or care enough about
it in order to fill it out until the end. Or maybe it was the raffle with prizes that made them take
the survey. In any case, there were 95 respondents who did not leave contact information for
the raffle, so it can be assumed that they simply wanted to provide feedback to the City and aid
in providing suggestions for future projects.
Doing outreach was a crucial part of the project. Since the beginning of the summer, every time
there was an outreach event in Monona and flyers were distributed, the number of responses
quickly peaked off, whereas distributing flyers to people or leaving them in bikes without
engaging them in a conversation did not produce as good results.
Analyzing the survey was a great opportunity to understand what Monona residents feel about
the conditions for active transportation, which was the goal of making the survey. It was
especially good to include many open-ended questions, as these provided respondents with
space to share comments, thoughts, suggestions, and many times it could be seen that
respondents thought about the answers for at least some minutes. It was great to see so many
thorough answers, which in many cases included personal experiences of their own or of their
families.
5.2 Experiences
Families with younger kids were usually more engaged when distributing flyers. Some Monona
residents who came to the table at Winnequah Park shared their thoughts about biking
conditions for kids going to school. Another lady with her daughter were happy to learn about
the survey and even though the girl did not own a bike they were excited for learning about the
project and thinking about getting a bike in the near future. A young man who was volunteering
at the Monona Community Festival in Winnequah park was very happy for having been
approached to and appreciated having the opportunity to fill out the survey.
A valuable partnership that was started with Maria’s efforts was that with Wheels for Winners4, a
non-profit organization with an Earn-a-Bike program that provides those who perform at least 15
hours of community service with a free, refurbished bike, bike lock, and a helmet. Learning
about this organization and about what they have done in the Madison area gave inspiration for
expanding this fantastic service to Monona residents, as there are no limitations of any source
for earning a bike, and there is always people who would greatly benefit from the program. The
4

To learn more about Wheels for Winners and the Earn-a-Bike program, visit http://wheelsforwinners.org/
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tough part, however, is getting this information out to those who needed. But with the help of
partners, such as the Monona Public Library, kids and adults can start taking advantage of the
program. Kids from the Teen Volunteer program from the library already earned bikes, and emails from community members wanting to learn about volunteering opportunities were
received.
One of the biggest achievements of the project was to intrigue members of the Wisconsin
Bicycle Federation, Madison Bike Equity Group, and bike advocates from Fitchburg, and even
more to work collectively with them. Maria ended up sharing Monona’s UniverCity Year project
and Monona’s interest in improving its active transportation conditions with individuals from not
only Monona, but the Madison area as well, with City organizations from Monona; bicycle
related businesses in Madison, such as Planet Bike; organizations that extend around
Wisconsin such as Bike to the Library; and national organizations such as Bicycle Benefits. This
way, through networking, it was possible to reach out to many more people and to get the word
out about the project, which was not only in a professional environment but also in a personal
and friendly environment which allowed for making great connections for the future.
Similarly, the Active Transportation project was an opportunity to explore relations among areas
of interest, both for Monona residents, and in a personal level. Not only active transportation as
it is commonly known for biking and walking was addressed, but it was also possible to learn
about transit, driving, and see how these modes are so interconnected to environmental, health,
and economic benefits, which are certainly an area of further study.
5.3 Next Steps & Further Research Needed
As promised in the survey, there will be a raffle with prizes for respondents who left their contact
information. This will take place at the end of September and winners will be notified to pick up
their prizes at the City Hall.
During September 12th to October 7th, there will be a free, friendly challenge called Love to
Ride Madison that this year, with the help of the Monona Sustainability Committee, has
expanded to Monona. Love to Ride5 is a competition between businesses of similar sizes in
which staff members are encouraged to ride for at least 10 minutes during the whole challenge.
The idea is to also encourage new riders, or those who have not ridden a bike in years, with the
hope that they can pick up biking at least once a week after the challenge is over. This will tie
nicely with the beginning bicycle education and engagement for businesses, which will further
develop into a comprehensive outreach program that will encourage them to become a Bike
Friendly Business, a member of Bicycle Benefits, and a Monona Sustainable Business. This
would help further Monona residents’ mindset into one concerned about sustainability in the
long run.
In terms of the survey, it is necessary to reach a significantly valid number of respondents from
Monona. Once this is achieved, it is also necessary to refine the analysis of the survey results.
5

To learn more about Love to Ride, visit http://www.lovetoride.net/madison
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In order to achieve this number, it may be required to do random sampling. However, it is also
crucial to perform surveys with targeted populations, such as children and transit users, so that
the responses are coming from different points of view and accurately represent Monona’s
population.
Taking advantage of the results from the summer outreach project, it would be ideal to create a
bike/ped advocacy group with those who showed interest on it, as well as a volunteer group.
Both groups can keep growing by spreading the word and successfully creating specific
meetings and events for them. After these two groups are established, the hope is to create a
focus group that will work together to identify further needs and figure out solutions to most
prevalent issues in Monona.
With the help of the Urban Planning Workshop in Fall 2016 and the Wisconsin Bike Federation,
the hope is to perform ridership counts in Monona that would help City staff understand how
many people are biking and in which specific areas. At the same time, it is crucial that
community outreach and education continues as residents are starting to pay more attention to
active transportation issues and they will want to start seeing results, plus engagement and
education are processes that need to be constantly revamped. In the near future, tabling events
need to be expanded, starting with schools and City organizations.
Similarly, partnerships need to continue growing, such as that with Wheels for Winners, Bike to
the Library, and the Wisconsin Bike Federation. Outreach activities still need to be performed at
Trek, since there are several employees who are Monona residents and are ready to help out
the community. In the future, new partnerships with national organizations can be taken into
consideration, such as with Free Bikes 4 Kidz, which is a non-profit organization that provides
bikes to those most in need.
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Appendix 1. Flyer
May

June
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Appendix 2. Survey Questionnaire
(Pages 26 through 32)

Thank you for participating in the Monona Active Transportation Survey. This survey is given on
behalf of the Monona Sustainability Committee and is designed to gather necessary information
for the City's Active Transportation project. Monona's Active Transportation Survey goal is to
assess the current environment in the City for active transportation. The data gathered will
provide the City needed information to aid in designing projects to influence a healthier living
community in Monona. This is in part done by providing a safer and more equitable environment
for all types of transportation users. This project is assisted in part from funding provided by the
Morgridge Center for Public Service at the University of Wisconsin - Madison, and is a
continued effort of Monona's UniverCity Year project, a collaborative project with the University
of Wisconsin - Madison.
To learn more about this project, please visit univercity.wisc.edu/univercity-year/ and follow
@UWUniverCity on Twitter.
Completing this survey will take 8-12 minutes of your time. To fill out this survey online or to
share with others, use the address http://tinyurl.com/mononatransportation
The individual results of your answers to this survey will stay completely anonymous and be
used only for City of Monona's transportation planning purposes. At the end of the survey you
will have the option to provide your contact information if you wish to be entered into a drawing
for active transportation accessories from Planet Bike and other prizes.
For the purposes of this survey "Active Transportation" is used to refer to walking, cycling and
using public transportation/transit to get from place to place.
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Q1 Which of these applies to you? (Please check all that apply)
❑ I have access to a bicycle
❑ I have access to a vehicle
❑ I am a member of a Carshare program
❑ I use Uber/taxi or another rideshare program
❑ I use public transportation
❑ I use a wheelchair, walker or similar device
❑ I do other (i.e. walking, skateboarding, B-cycle) ____________________
Q2.a How often do you use these modes to get to places around Monona between the months
of November - March?

Walk
Bike
Transit
Drive

5 or more
times a
week
❍
❍
❍
❍

2 to 4
times per
week
❍
❍
❍
❍

About 1
time per
week
❍
❍
❍
❍

1 to 3
times per
month
❍
❍
❍
❍

Less than
1 time per
month
❍
❍
❍
❍

Never
❍
❍
❍
❍

Q2.a.i If you chose 'Never' to any of the options above, please explain why
____________________________________________________________________________
Q2.b How often do you use these modes to get to places around Monona between the months
of April - October?

Walk
Bike
Transit
Drive

5 or more
times a
week
❍
❍
❍
❍

2 to 4
times per
week
❍
❍
❍
❍

About 1
time per
week
❍
❍
❍
❍

1 to 3
times per
month
❍
❍
❍
❍

Less than
1 time per
month
❍
❍
❍
❍

Never
❍
❍
❍
❍

Q2.b.i If you chose 'Never' to any of the options above, please explain why
____________________________________________________________________________
Q3.a Are there any specific streets/routes in Monona you prefer to use for biking or walking?
Please specify which street/route and why you prefer it.
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
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Q3.b Are there any specific streets/routes in Monona you prefer NOT to use for biking or
walking? Please specify which street/route and why you prefer NOT to use it.
___________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
Q4 Assume that you are at home and you plan to travel to and from the following destinations.
Which mode of transportation would you currently use? (Please pick your top two choices for
each destination that applies to you)

Go to work
Go to school
Go to the park
Go to the library
Visit a friend
Get groceries
Leisure shopping
Go to a bar/restaurant
Get to an
appointment/meeting
Go to a coffee/ice cream
shop
Get kids from one place
to another
Other: ___________

Walk
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

Bike
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

❑

❑

❑

Transit
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

Drive
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

Other
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

❑

❑

❑

❑

❑

❑

❑

❑

❑

❑

❑

❑

❑

❑

❑

❑

❑

❑

❑

❑

❑

❑

Q5.a When are you most likely to use active transportation? (Please rank from most important:
1, to least important: 4)
______ For leisure activities
______ For exercising or recreation
______ For commuting to and from necessary destinations
______ I do not use active transportation
Q5.b If you use active transportation to commute, why do you use it? (Please rank from most
important: 1, to least important: 5)
______ It is cheaper than driving
______ It is more environmentally friendly
______ To take advantage of the health benefits
______ It is more efficient -faster and/or easier for parking
______ Other: _______________________________
______ I do not use active transportation to commute
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Q6 What keeps you from using active transportation in Monona more than you currently do?
(Please check all that apply)
❑ I do not generally use active
transportation in Monona
❑ Weather/seasons
❑ I need to transport kids

❑ Time constraints

❑ There are no showers where I work

❑ There are no bus routes I can
regularly use
❑ I do not own a bike or do not know
how to repair mine
❑ Poor road quality (please specify
which road)
_______________________________
❑ Nothing

❑ My main destinations are too far from my
house
❑ There are not enough connected bike
lanes or sidewalks on the routes I want to
use
❑ Other
__________________________________

❑ I have health issues
❑ It does not feel safe at night

Q7 Which of the following bicycle and pedestrian improvements would make using active
transportation more appealing to you? (Please select level of importance)
Very important
Biking and
pedestrian education
Bike to school
programs
Ability to take bikes
on buses
More designated bike
lanes
More interconnected
pedestrian and bike
routes
Incentives from my
employer
Incentives from
stores I tend to shop
at
Enforce laws
governing motorist
behavior
Better signaling and
lighting at
intersections
Better signage on
routes
Bike racks at main
destinations

Somewhat important

Not important

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍
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Bike parking at
crowded events
Slower traffic
Other:
_______________

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

Q8 What else do you feel the City of Monona could do to encourage you to use active
transportation within the city?
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
Q9 Did you know that Monona has its own bus service, the Monona Express?
❍ Yes
❍ No. You can visit mymonona.com/transit for more information on the Monona Express bus
service
Q10 If you do NOT use Monona's bus service, why not? (Check all that apply)
❑ I would rather drive
❑ It is too expensive
❑ Buses take too long
❑ It is not reliable enough
❑ I use Madison Metro instead
❑ I just do not like taking a bus
❑ Buses don't run where I need to go
❑ Stops to get on the bus are not convenient
❑ I don't know enough about how to use the service
❑ I had a bad experience with Monona's bus in the past
❑ Buses don't run when I need to go (i.e. run too early, run too late, do not run on
weekends)
❑ Other _________________________
The following information will not be shared with anyone, but is highly useful information
for the City in planning more effective transportation projects by addressing, in a general
sense, what type of individual (You) is filling out this survey
D1 Are you a resident of Monona? (If not, please specify your city/town)
❍ Yes
❍ No ____________________
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D2

What street do you live on?
__________________________
What is the nearest cross street from your household ___________________________
Where do you primarily work or go to school? (i.e. Monona, Downtown Madison/UW,
North/East Madison, South/West Madison)
___________________________________
D3 With which gender do you identify?
❍
Male
❍
Female
D4 What is your current age?
❍
Under 18
❍
18-29

❍
❍

❍ Other
❍ Prefer not to answer

30-44
45-64

❍

65 or over

D5 Which of the following groups best describes your racial or ethnic background?
❍ White/Caucasian ❍ Native American ❍ Hispanic/Latino
❍ Other ______________
❍ African American ❍ Asian
❍ Prefer not to answer
D6 Which of the following best describes you? (Please check all that apply)
❑Full-time student
❑Employed full-time
❑Retired
❑Self-employed
❑Part-time student ❑Employed part-time ❑Unemployed
❑Full-time parent
D7 What group roughly includes your household's total yearly income?
❍ Under $40,000
❍ $40,000 to just under $100,000
❍ $100,000 to just under $150,000
❍ over $150,000
D8 Please add any additional comments you may have
____________________________________________________________________________
(OPTIONAL) Please provide an email address, phone number, or other best contact
information in order to be entered into a drawing for prizes
____________________________________________________________________________
I would like to be contacted regarding:
❑ future communications from the Monona Sustainability Committee and/or the UW
UniverCity Year
❑ learning more about volunteering opportunities at City held upcoming events
❑ joining a bike advocacy group in Monona
Thank you for assisting the City of Monona in improving the data the City is using to
provide a safe and equitable environment for users of Active Transportation. We greatly
appreciate your time. If you have any questions or concerns, please contact Monona
Sustainability Committee Project Coordinator, Brad Bruun at (608) 222-2525.
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Appendix 3. Response Frequencies & List of Responses to OpenEnded Questions
Q1 - Which of these applies to you? (Please check all that apply)
Answer

%

Count

I have access to a bicycle

94.30%

215

I have access to a vehicle

97.37%

222

2.19%

5

I use Uber/taxi or another rideshare program

14.47%

33

I use public transportation

25.44%

58

0.44%

1

67.98%

155

100%

228

I am a member of a carshare program

I use a wheelchair, walker or similar device
I do other (i.e. walking, skateboarding, B-cycle)
Total

Q2.a - How often do you use these modes to get to places around Monona between the
months of November - March?
Questi
on

5 or
more
times
a
week

Walk

21.00
%

46

22.83
%

5
0

15.53
%

3
4

20.55
%

4
5

12.33
%

2
7

7.76%

17

219

Bike

8.92%

19

9.86%

2
1

13.15
%

2
8

12.68
%

2
7

21.60
%

4
6

33.80
%

72

213

Transit

2.51%

5

4.52%

9

6.03%

1
2

4.02%

8

16.58
%

3
3

66.33
%

13
2

199

80.45
%

17
7

13.64
%

3
0

2.27%

5

3.18%

7

0.00%

0

0.45%

1

220

Drive

2 to 4
times
per
week

About
1 time
per
week

1 to 3
times
per
month

Less
than 1
time
per
month

Never

Tot
al

Q2.a.i - If you chose 'Never' to any of the options above, please explain why
If you chose 'Never' to any of the options above, please explain why
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icy conditions
too cold, icy. just haven't tried public yet
It's winter so biking is not desirable.
Never use transit because I drive everywhere.
Too cold during these months. Also, I use my bike for recreation, primarily
Do not use plus transit
I have a bike, I just don't really like to bike. I prefer to walk.
Transit doesn't go around Monona in any convenient way
Currently no need for transit but I would use the Monona bus if I get a job downtown
Madison.
No need to use transit, do not bike.
live in Madison. I work in monona.
I use public transportation to get to work (UW), not to get to places around Monona
Too cold
Bikes get put away to make space in the garage so there's no biking option in the winter.
Public transit doesn't work to move a family around.
Not needed for my daily ttavel needs
Impractical to walk from my home in Fitchburg; no good transit service to Monona.
I don't currently own a bike.
Transit can be inconvenient, I can come and go as I please if I drive. Biking is too cold.
Timing is easier with walk, bike or car
I bike, drive a scooter
Cold and not fast enough to do anything other than use my car
I am not very familiar with the bus route near Femrite drive.
The bus takes too long and I don't want to be beholden to a bus schedule.
To my knowledge there is no public transit in Monona.
I don't bike much after October
Don't bike in winter.
I don't generally use public transit at all.
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I don't use public transit.
Too cold/icy to bike
Too cold to use anything but a car and I'm fortunate to have a car.
Don't use public transportation
I never need to take public transportation
Times and locations don't work out for my schedule.
Cold and biking is not very safe in winter in Monona when roads narrow.
I do not live in Monona -too far to walk, I bike in good weather on occasion
Convenience
My lack of knowledge of the logistics of public transportation
i dont use public transpotation as i have no need
No reason too
The roads aren't clear enough for bikes in winter.
It's dangerous to bike in the snow because the bike lanes and sidewalks are not a
priority during the winter as much as the road is for cars.
Convenient, have kids
bus stops and times not convenient to my location
I work in Middleton and live in Madison and my baby goes to daycare in west madison.
So it takes too long to get anyway via transit
Monona doesn't have convenient public transit options--I don't work in one of the places
the bus goes
Car or walking is more convenient and feels safer than biking. I also run 3x a week, but
that's not an option listed and I'm not using it for transportation. I'd also walk more if there
were more sidewalks.
Don't own a vehicle
Don't want to
Use vehicle to get around as needed.
Because I have a car and can walk I do not use transit services within Monona. I don't
bike in cold weather.
I have a car
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No convenient public transportation to my job
Inefficient
use car
Retired
I don't bike in the winter. I don't use public transportation, ever.
Weather, small children
Not enough efficient options
Because it's cold and I have small children.
Don't bike in the snow
Don't need to and its cold out
It is too cold to bike in winter. Public transit doesn't go where I want it to and seldom runs.
Not interested in biking
I don't ride my bike when there is salt on the roads
don't bike in winter, what transit??
We do not have a need to use transit at this time.
Bike needs tune up and air in tires, helmet too old, hills a challenge for my knees,
distances too far, carrying lots of stuff on sequential errands, and cannot transport my
disabled husband on bike; Transit routes are unfamiliar and time constraints for
sequential errands a deterent; I like to walk, but multitasking, distances and time
constraints limit.
Bike: health issues keep me from riding ; Transit: none available to take me where I want
to go
Do not need to use public tranport
not a bus rider at all
I don't bike in cold weather and my trips are more than a reasonable walk. I take the car.
Walking in winter usually consists of neighbors houses.
Too cold
Don't use transit-inconvenient
I don't own a bike and I do not have a bus pass
Biking is too cold; Transit to where I work would take 2 hours... a downtown transfer is
involved.
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Weather
I never use the Monona bus service and I don't bike in the winter.
There isn't any public transit within Monona to use.
I don't have convenient access to public transit and I'm not interested in biking in the
winter.
I don't bike in the winter and I never use public transport because it's easier for me to
drive.
I don't always feel as safe on the roads in Monona for biking (and even running or
walking), especially when I am with my kids. There isn't enough shoulder width, bike
lanes or sidewalks or we would absolutely bike more and even walk more
Riding a bike is a more appealing option.
I would like to use Monona Transit to get to work, but the times don't work
I don't bike in the winter and I don't understand what transit entails (I am assuming public
transportation, so I selected never).
The bus options are limited
I'm not even sure what the transit system is here.
I have not used public transportation in years, the biggest issue for me is having access
to a vehicle for work. When I don't need a car a bike. Public transpiration is very very
rare.
weather
The cold weather keeps me off my bike and walking. Public transit isn't convenient to
use.
I do not take public transit, as I have my own car, and I belong to a car pool to get to
work.
not convenient for my schedule, after-work committments, child pick up, etc.
Too cold and have a car
If I use the bus I am either going to work (through Monona) or downtown.
I do not use Monona Transit as I am retired, I feel the schedule is suited to the 6am-6pm
people that work in the Isthmus.
Too cold
Destinations are usually close enough for walking/biking or out of the range/direction of
public transit options.
Do not know schedule/routes
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it's too cold
Don't use
Between eBike or car, I don't need transit- work is far outside the bus range
Don't have a need
It's too cold to bike. We have access to a vehicle.
Use other means for transportation
cold and icy!
Frigid weather
Slippery roads, too cold
I don't bike in the snow. The roads and bike path are not cleared enough.
haven't considered transit
weather
I really don't understand Monona Transit.
Bikes put away- SNOW. Do not use Transit ever. in 44 years
My week day transport takes me 22 miles from Monona
Transit is not convenient for me
I simply like biking more. The bus transit options are either hard to understand or lack
time/locations I need
I do not use public transportation
Not overly accessible and don't have a need.
Monona Transit doesn't fit my schedule, although I would love to have the option.
Not applicable to my situation
Not familiar with routes
Not convenient for daycare/work
I use the other modes of transportation indicated
I live too far away to walk and there isnt convenient public transit.
access to private vehicle
It is very cold
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Not as convenient.
Either use our own car or walk in Winter
Too cold, icy streets
Monona doesn't connect well to Madison Metro
I never use public transit in Monona-it is only available during commuter times and that is
not when i travel.
I don't find that transit is available to get around Monona and takes a long time to get
anywhere else.
Usually too cold to bike and I am not a fan of using the bus services in Madison. Haven't
used Monona's bus service.

Q2.b - How often do you use these modes to get to places around Monona between the
months of April - October?
Questi
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5 or
more
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a
week

Walk

37.39
%
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33.33
%

7
4

11.71
%

2
6

9.91%

2
2

4.95%

1
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6
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0
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2
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2
0
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17

216
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3
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5.08%

1
0

3.05%

6

17.26
%

3
4

70.56
%

13
9

197

69.68
%

15
4

20.81
%

4
6

5.43%

1
2

3.17%

7

0.90%

2

0.00%

0

221

Transit
Drive

2 to 4
times
per
week

About
1 time
per
week

1 to 3
times
per
month

Less
than 1
time
per
month

Never

Tot
al

Q2.b.i - If you chose 'Never' to any of the options above, please explain why
If you chose No to any of the options above, please explain why
just have not tried or have time schedule
What transit?
Never transit because I drive everywhere.
No need
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Do not use public transit
I prefer walking over biking.
Transit is not convenient and doesn't go around within Monona
There isn't convenient regular transit within Monona
In my opinion, Monona is not big enough to need/want to use public transporation to get
around. I'd consider taking it to work if it got me to Sun Prairie without transfers.
Currently no need for transit but I would use the Monona bus if I get a job downtown
Madison.
no need to use transit and do not bike
Live in Madison, work in Monona
I use public transportation to get to work (UW), not to get to places around Monona
Public transit doesn't work to move a family around.
Same as above
Impractical to walk from my home in Fitchburg; no good transit service to Monona.
I don't currently own a bike.
I drive
Just quicker. If I bike, it's for pleasure
I am not very familiar with the bus route near Femrite drive.
THe bus takes too long and I don't want to be beholden to a bus schedule.
I'm retired and have no need for public transportation.
Only bus in summer if having car trouble
I don't generally use public transit at all.
don't use
Should use transit but would have to walk about a mile
I've never considered using public transportation in Monona. I'm not even sure about the
availability of it.
Don't use public transportation
I never need public transportation
Transit not available from Mcfarland to Monona, too far to walk
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Convenience
i dont need public transportation
Have a car
The transit isn't practical in monona because I would still be walking a lot. There are far
more bus stops on the east side of Madison, I used to take the bus when I lived there and
it was a nice option.
bus stops and times not convenient to my location
Same as above
Used public transportation last year for school.
Bus is usually a last resort
same as above - no bus on the weekends either
Transit doesn't go to the locations I need to go to, at least not conveniently. Lack of
sidewalks makes walking feel less safe.
I don't want to
I don't have need of the transit system...I just walk or drive to wherever I need to go.
Access to other modes of transportation negate the need to use public transit.
Because I have a car, bike and can walk I never use transit services within Monona.
I pay for a car!
Bus not convenient
Inefficient
drive car
Retired
I just don't need to use public transportation. I have a car and a bike and legs.
Not aware of close stop and seems like more work than worth it
Because I have small children.
No convenient busses. Have my car.
Don't need to
The bus doesn't go where I want it to and runs infrequently.
Don't like biking
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am not aware of intra-city transit
We didn't have a need at that time.
If it's nice I bike or get a ride.
Same reasons as for Q2.a.i.
Same answer as Q2.a.i.
Dont ride bike much because of physical issues. Transit hours dont work in my schedule.
Do not need to use public transport
not a bus rider
Really nothing in walking distance I utilize
Too fast apart
Inconvenient
I don't own a bike and I do not have a bus pass
Same at Q2b.
I don't use the Monona bus service.
same as above
No convenient access to transit.
I don't use public transportation because it's easier for me to drive.
Same as the answers above. If there were more trails, wider lanes, sidewalks, I would get
in the car much less.
Riding a bike is a more appealing option.
Same as last reason
I only use transit in the worst winter conditions. I bike year round.
I don't understand what transit entails (I am assuming public transportation, so I selected
never).
Bus options are limited
Other options are more convienent than transit.
I'm not even sure what the transit system is here.
I have not used public transportation in years, the biggest issue for me is having access
to a vehicle for work. When I don't need a car a bike. Public transpiration is very very
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rare.
Public transportation isn't convenient
I do not take public transit, as I have my own car, and I belong to a car pool to get to
work.
not convenient for my schedule, after-work committments, child pick up, etc.
Have a car
The bus from my house (near Olbrich) doesn't go to the pool, library, dream park, etc.
Same as above
Not convenient for my needs
Destinations are usually close enough for walking/biking or out of the range/direction of
public transit options.
I used the bus for a full winter, I enjoyed the folks on the bus but found I was getting
naucious.
Not aware of routes
Transit does not go where I need it to go when I need it to go there
Don't use
No need
We can bike, walk and drive.
use other means of transportation
Haven't looked into it as an option yet; hasn't really been a need.
haven't considered transit
no need for transit, use car or bike
same as above
Never use Transit in 44 years. Have car and have legs.
My week day transport takes me 22 miles from Monona. For closer trips, I would choose
to bike or walk
Transit is not convenient for me
I simply like biking more. The bus transit options are either hard to understand or lack
time/locations I need
I do not use public transportation
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I use transit like uber to travel outside of monona at times
Not overly accessible and don't have a need.
Same as above
Not familiar with routes
Not convenient for daycare/work
I use the other modes of transportation indicated
There isnt convenient public transport from madison.
access to private vehicle
Not as convenient
Monona doesn't connect well to Madison Metro
See above
Transit is not available to go around Monona and takes a very long time to go elsewhere.

Q3.a - Are there any specific streets/routes in Monona you prefer to use for biking or
walking? Please specify which street/route and why you prefer it.
Are there any specific streets/routes you prefer to use for biking or walki...
Winnequah and Nichols Rd. It gets me to public places in Monona that my kids prefer.
Monona Drive/Nichols
Monona Dr - bike lane!
Femrite, Shato, Roselawn, Broadway, Copps
Don't walk that often - just had a knee replacement - hope to do more soon
Do not walk or bike
The roads that go were I'm going...
Streets with bicycle paths are ideal when biking. I try to stick to paths only.
No preference, whatever gets me to where I need to go the quickest!
I love riding on Midmoor as it's nice and wide.
I like to walk on Tonyawatha and the street adjacent to the dream park.
I walk nearly exclusively on Nichols because there are sidewalks. Too many inattentive or
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speeding drivers these days.
n/a
Sidewalks & trails
Monona dr, Buckeye, Femrite, winnequah, becauseits where i have to go
Mid moor. It's a straight shot, wide street, not a lot of traffic
South winnequah, route to commute son to school
Winnequah preferred over Lake Loop, much less hilly and more direct Monona Dr north
of Winnequah, love the new bike lanes!
I prefer walking on streets with sidewalks (e.g. Monona Drive, Nichols, and Dean) for
safety concerns.
Dean, Nichols and Monona Drive - they have sidewalks, which makes me feel safer when
walking my child in his stroller.
Bridge with new bike lanes is nice
Walking on Dean and Nichols - basically, any street with a sidewalk. Biking on Greenway
as it is a less-used street. Monona Drive is good for the bike lane.
Running and biking along Tonyawatha because of the views.
Winnequah Drive - b/c it follows the lake loop.
Falcon Circle/Ford St--I visit nearby family and nearby parks with my kids.
Winnequah Rd, Rothman Pl
we want to go

Mainly because they are our direct routes to where

Sidewalk along Monona Dr and Atwood. It is quickest way to downtown
Around the lake for fun
Almost all of my driving or biking uses Monona Drive, either to get to the library,
Winnequah Elementary for my son, or to the capital. The bike lanes on Monona Drive
are very much appreciated.
I just use the most direct route.
Winnequah and midmoor
Walking on Dean because they have sidewalks. Walking on both Tonywathas because
generally there are few bike riders and less cars. Love Winnequah but doesn't feel safe
with bike riders that ignore rules and cars trying to avoid them.
Midmoor and Maywood are good routes to get through town and to get from Winnequah
road up to the school/library. They are less hilly, little traffic, and fairly direct to get
straight through Monona. I frequently bike up Owen to Monona Drive as well. Winnequah
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and Tonyawatha are scenic bike routes but more recreational in my view, as they are
more circuitous.
Nichols, Maywood, Winnequah--all for walking my dog.
Bike: Winnequah Road to Monona Drive Walk: Winnequah Road to Nichols
Ones with clear bike lanes and / or sidewalks. Bonus points for street lights.
anything but Winnequah
I like to use Winnequah because of the marked bike lane and sidewalks. Also, it's just a
scenic walk/ride. Bike rides through Monona use all streets because it's nice to have a
variety of rides (if riding recreationally). Commuter riding takes me down Bridge Road to
the bike path. If I happen to be commuting from the north, I'll follow Monona Drive until it
reaches Winnequah, at which point I'll exit Monona Drive because of how busy it is.
For biking, the streets that are less busy with cars.
use all
Prefer flatter routes
Monona Drive is best because of the new sidewalks and bike lanes.
Winnequah for biking
The boardwalk because it's off the street
Winnequah and other lake loop roads due to painted bike lane
Winnequah, but I dislike the path-to-sidewalk-and back transitions; N. end of Monona
drive is much better now but I still generally avoid it using surface streets in Madison
Schluter - Heely to Monona Center
bike lanes. low traffic
From my home, along Winnequah and Tonyawatha
The bike path that is specified. Midmoor because it is quiet Winequah for the views
Bike path along Firemans Park, because it's a beautiful park and obviously low to no
traffic. Tonyawatha for low traffic/usually courteous drivers. Shore Acres north of Dean is
also low traffic and has generated courteous drivers. Then any road with a sidewalk or
bike lane.
Routes with sidewalks, or along the lake. Safety and scenery.
Nichols, because it has a sidewalk, for walking. In general, streets with sidewalks, for
walking.
Dean, because we live near it
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Bridge Road to the bike path because it is most direct. Midmoor to the Bait Shop
because it does not have too much traffic. Winnequah road for walking because of bike
lane/sidewalks. Frost Woods to Monona Drive restaurants because it comes out right by
Swad and Rosalita's.
I use monona drive for biking because there is a specified bike lane down the whole road.
I wish it could be wider though.
Winnequah - close to home, goes a lot of places
Nichols because of the sidewalks and it takes me pretty much where I want to go
Winnequah Road. Most direct. Biking driving. Tonniawatha walking.
Any
I perfer biking the Lake Loop or walking around Winnequah park
Tonyawatha - quiet and pretty Winnequah - its direct McKenna - Its a fast, direct street to
the south and its quiet
Schluter - I live on it. Tonyawatha - the views are beautiful and it's low traffic. The lake
loop for biking.
Mendota Ct. It is pretty and quiet.
Monona Drive - convenient for me. biking Broadway - near Stoughton Road. Would love
to see more paved areas for back and forth to regional bus lot.
Dean and Nichols for walking--sidewalks!!
Shore Acres and Wallace Avenue. Proximity to home and likelihood of seeing
neighbors/friends.
Winnequah Road
Winnequah - only major conduit in that direction other than Monona Drive Dean - has
sidewalks Nichols - has sidewalks
No sidewalks anywhere around where I live so walk on least busy streets in the Sylvan
Estates area. Biking is more of a challenge due to hills in Monona; use Broadway as in
and out route of Monona because it's flattest street.
No
Winnequah Park and neighborhood, Tonyawatha
We walk to Winnequah Elementary on Flamingo, Nichols, and Maywood. We must often
walk on Winnequah near Squaw Bay although we find it harrowing. We walk for
recreation on Maywood, McKenna, and Midmoor, although the traffic is heavy.
Owen Ave, Winnequah because efficient to get where I need to go and has beautiful
Shady trees.
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Winnequah, Tonyawatha Trail, Nichols, Dean, etc. Vary my walking, biking paths. Like
that there are NOT sidewalk everywhere. Community feel.
Dean - it's wide (for biking) and has sidewalks (for walking), other quiet neighborhood
roads besides Midmoor and McKenna - less traffic.
Almost any are great during day but only sidewalks or trails at night, also would love
more walkable dining or grocery.
Anything with sidewalks is preferable for walking or biking with kids.
Love biking on Winnequah behind the Dream Park. It is a wide road and cars are
watching for you because it's on the lake loop
Winnequah Rd. Tonyawatha. Pretty. W. Dean, convenient.
Lake loop
Marked bike paths, waunona way- feel safer
no
Sidewalked streets, or any of the quieter side streets, less traffic
Tonyawatha and Winnequah because they are in our neighborhood and they are access
to the Lake Monona loop.
Bridge Road for biking, it gets me there quickly. Winnequah Rd for walking as it's treelined, near the lake and nice.
For biking, no steep grades; for walking, no concerns most places I would go, with
exception of when I walk/push my husband in his wheel chair where any steep or long
gradual grade is impossible for me to manage.
I prefer walking down Dean because it has sidewalks.
I typically bike on Winnequah Road because of the relatively low traffic.
winnequah, tonyawatha, pheasant hill, nichols, queens way. My favorite 4 mile run is
from Southern Circle, my home to the bubbler at Wiinequah 1. When I run 6 miles, I add
the Winnequah/Tonywatha loop, and back to the bubbler. Then I don't have to carry
water, at least during the summer.
Winnequah Rd, Midmoor, Dean, on the lake Monona bike loop, I am using sidewalk from
Olbrich Park down to Winnequah Rd. Once the road construction on Dempsey is
complete, I will go back to the bike path behind Olbrich Gardens and come south on the
trail to Dean Ave in Monona, then Midmoor to Winnequah Rd. Maybe Winnequah to Bait
Shop and around Monona on Winnequah.
I use them all and especially enjoy walking/biking along Tonyawatha Trail because of the
lake views
No
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Winnequah, because of the bike lanes.
Side roads, less traffic
Along the lake side
I use Winnequah Road to get to Bridge Road and on to other bike paths - I don't like it or
feel safe, but there are no other options; I don't use the weird cut-outs but ride on the
road; I also use Dean to get to the other side of town.
Maywood Road because it is a nice quiet road. Nichols and Dean because there are
sidewalks.
Walking: Tonyawatha...it's just pretty. Biking: Winnequah: the tree cover is beautiful and
it is lovely and the most direct around-the-lake.
I like walking on the side streets due to less traffic and the tree cover (Midwood,
Ridgewood, Rothman etc.) I also cut through the various parks and use the walking path
along Fireman's Park and Winnequah School when I can.
Broadway, although a higher speed limit, has sidewalks for walking.
Winnequah, Midmoor, Bridge to access the bike path around the lake. Winnequah to
Dean and Rothman to get to the library, Community Center and pool.
I love Tonyawatha Trail because of the lake views. Dean is good with its sidewalk.
We try to take the bike path for safety Lake Loop or Winnequah Drive
I prefer the quieter streets with less traffic. If there were sidewalks it would be better for
sure.
Winnequah Dr, Lake Loop route
Monona Dr. bike lane and lake loop -- Dean to Bridge Rd. Path.
I use the lake loop bike path to get from Monona to downtown. It is convenient to use.
Greenway the path by Winnequah school
greenway- beautiful and very few cars
Schluter Road, Healy Lane, Nichols Road, Winnequah Road because they direct routes
to my destinations around Monona, including less busy roads when possible.
The route we use the most is the Lake Loop, connecting Winnequah road to the bike
path. I wouldn't say I prefer it. It just gets us to where we are going.
Owen Road to Winnequah Road to get on the bike path. And Pheasant Hill Road to
Nichols Rd to Monona Drive.
Monona Drive because it has a bike path to Nichols to reach library, swimming pool.
Mostly Winnequah and Nichols, but other smaller streets too
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Midmoor, because it is wide and not as heavily traveled like Winnequah
Winnequah and nichols because they are main streets to get places.
Monona Drive/Nichols Road
Winnequah Road. I work down town and can go around the lake in either direction to get
to my office and I like to ride as close to the lake as possible. I prefer Winnequah Road
as opposed to biking along Olbrich park because it is safer.
Lake loop bike path. Midmore and Monona drive
If I am biking alone (not towing kids) I prefer Monona Drive bc the bike lane is -- for the
most part -- smooth.
I commute on most streets in Monona without issue.
Winnequah Rd. because it is on the lake and very scenic.
The bike trail around Lake Monona, because I commute to the west side of Madison.
I like bike paths/lanes and side streets. I feel safer on a bike that way and find it more
enjoyable.
Winnequah Road (especially near Winnequah Park/Nichols Rd./Healy Rd. area), Nichols
Rd, Dean Ave, and Walking/biking path from Nichols rd to Winnequah School (behind
skate park, tennis courts, pool, and Winnequah School back parking lot) Prefer these
roads and paths out of necessity to reach intended destinations (which include: library,
pool, Winnequah School, community center, parks, etc.)
I work downtown and bike commute down Winnequah to Bridge. I start to slow down
when the snows fly in Dec but usually start up again in March
winnequah, dean, monona drive, nichols, broadway. prefer because they have bike lanes
and/or sidewalks and are in good shape
Winnequah, midmoor. Direct routes and low traffic
Most streets in mono a work well. The smoother/wider the better. Marked bike lanes are
preferred
Any route with a sidewalk.
Winnequah for biking lake loop because it's well kept and accessible.
Midmoor to Owen to Winnequah for biking. It is the most direct route from my home on
my bike commute.
We bike all around the neighborhood.
Monona Dr. and Nichols St. because they are the roads that connect schools, library,
pharmacy, and other businesses.
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Midmoor, Dean, Nichols - sidewalks, less traffic
Frost Woods and Bridge Road due to access to attractions (e.g., restaurants at corner of
Monona Drive and Frost Wood, the Lake Loop) and Winnequah due to the good
condition of the bike trail and access to attractions (pool, Bait Shop & park)
Owen, Maywood, not too busy
Roads with bike lanes
safe walking biking

Marked bike routes. Cars are used to riders. Lanes support

Midwood, Maywood, McKenna, Frost Woods. Lower traffic, better cycling lane, better
visibility for cars, less conflict with pedestrians
My family and I enjoy walking Winnequah to be close to the lake, however hate it b/c of
the traffic and walking/biking with 2 young kids and most times a dog.
I bike on Wallace a lot because it parallels Monona Drive. It's not ideal for biking because
the blocks between Dean & the ReStore are not smooth / lots of potholes / asphalt
patches. From there, I use the bike lane on Monona Drive to get to the bike path behind
Olbrich Gardens. I also use St. Theresa / Greenway / Maywood to get from Monona
Drive to City Hall, Library rather than using Nichols Road because Nichols is too narrow
and has too much traffic; the Greenway route has fewer cars and less of a hilly grade. I
use the bike lanes on Monona Drive. I never used to bike in the road on Monona Drive,
yet I do so much more now that there's a dedicated bike lane ~ it's too narrow, yet better
than nothing.
Like sidewalks. Dean Nichols.
Winnequah Rd. Dean Ave. Nichols. These are the main routes in and out of Monona.
Some portions are marked with bike lanes but the rest need to be finished.
Winnequah! and Tonyawatha. We live on the lake loop and see a ton of pedestrians,
runners, and bike traffic. My dream would be to have a protected lane for cyclists and
walkers/runners.
Winnequah rd, cars are used to seeing people walking or biking on Winnequah rd, so it is
generally safe
Monona Dr. for a speedy route, Winnwquah for a casual lake loop, Waunona to get to the
capital
Winnequah Rd because it's part of the Lake Monona loop
Midmoor to Dean to Tonyawatha back to the park. I use these because they have
sidewalks and/or less traffic than other streets.
For walking any of the few roads that have a sidewalk are nice. Biking is tricky due to all
the hills, if you think of Nichols as a main way to get from the residential to the
businesses and think of all the hills - it is quite challenging. There are a few ways around
that you can minimize the hills but then your riding a lot longer and taking more time to
get to your desired destination.
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Midmoor/Winnequah. They are wide and visible. Provide direct access to places I need to
get to.
I stay off of Dean Ave, Nichols and Monona Drive due to traffic and weave through the
neighborhoods
Bike paths. My neighborhood. Around the lake.
Femrite, Shato, Roselawn, Broadway, Copps
Midmoore because it is a central north-south artery. Winnequah and Tonyawatha
because they are beautiful.
Birch Haven Cir, Schluter Rd, Green Way Blvd., Winnequah. My boys bike or walk to
school - Immaculate Heart of Mary Catholic School.
Any street that has a sidwalk
Bike paths
Winnequah to bike pets
Winnequah Road
Winnequah, Nichols, Dean, McKenna - They are often the shortest distance to get me
where I'm going.
Lake loop for marked biked paths
Winnequah Trl and Dream Park area because that's where we live.
The lake loop is my preferred route because it is friendly to bikes and keeps me away
from heavy traffic. Monona drive also has a nice bike lane.
Tonyawatha tr
Lake path, Monona Drive, around Frost Woods area.
We use Winnequah often since it has a bike lane part of the way and its normally along
the course/direction we will be going.
Owen road & Bridge Road. Because bike path on Winnequa is stupidly and dangerously
designed. Monona Drive: Because that is where my destinations are often located.
Winnequah to Midmoor or the commuter route. I enjoy this route as it is efficient and
feels safe except for a couple locations on Winnequah.

Q3.b - Are there any specific streets/routes in Monona you prefer NOT to use for biking
or walking? Please specify which street/route and why you prefer NOT to use it.
Are there any specific streets/routes you prefer NOT to use for biking or w...
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Monona drive. The sidewalks suck and it can be quite dangerous with the teen drivers.
Bridge Rd -crazy drivers
lake loop -somewhat away from traffic. hoping safer
Broadway -too busy and even with bike lane cars are not as respectful -too fast
busy car main through fares
NA
Do not walk or bike
No
Monona drive, too busy, especially with small child. Winnequah rd is also too busy if I'm
with my child
Low lit areas or parking on both sides of the street with no bike lane.
N/A
Monona Drive is too busy with fast-moving traffic.
I prefer not using Monona Drive as it isn't safe and the side walk is too narrow. I also
have trouble with the bike path parts of Winnequah as they can be blocked by garbage
cans, etc. the other day I went around the corner of Bridge road and an MG&E truck was
parked on the bike path. I almost crashed. Those path/sidewalk things haven't worked
out.
Winnequah between the dream park area and Broadway. The cars are okay. It's the
other bikers and walkers that are not courteous enough to share the road or use the
bump outs properly.
Winnequah Road, where I live, is becoming dangerous for pedestrians. No longer has
center lines so cars frequently drive too close to the gutters, and speeding is the norm.
Making a 3-way stop at Nichols and capping street parking at 2 hours max would help,
too.
n/a
Monina drive - to busy with traffic. Creates noise so i don't enjoy my walk as much.
Monona Drive for biking and Winnequah for walking (both streets are too busy, too much
traffic), don't feel safe using those modes on those streets
Winnequah...drivers drive too fast, no bike lane
Stoughton because dangerous to walk
Monona Drive. Narrow bike lanes or no bike lanes. New bike lanes on bridge road are
nice, but the lane on the north side is way too narrow, and the parking and bike lane on
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the south side is way too wide. Hard to bike and walk dog on the north side of the street.
Winnequah Rd - it's too narrow for bike traffic, pedestrian traffic and car traffic. We use it
as little as possible to avoid cars who aren't watching for non-car traffice. Monona Dr too busy for biking, not supposed to use the sidewalk and nowhere to park a bike at
many businesses so no point in going that way.
Bridge: I use it because it's most direct, but hate that I must ride over Yahara on sidewalk
when Lake Looping counterclockwise Winnequah south of Owen: I use it because it's
most direct, but hate those goofy partial sidewalks interrupting three quarters of the bike
lane width. I take the remaining quarter. This stretch also has heaving walk/jog traffic,
but no separate facilities, so bikers must frequently enter motor vehicle lanes to avoid
peds. Build sidewalks!
I live near the intersection of Panther Tr. and Pheasant Hill Rd. so I walk on these streets
a fair amount with my family. These streets are not particularly safe for walking for a
variety of reasons. 1. cars drive too fast; 2. the streets are not wide enough to
accommodate parking on both sides, traffic, and pedestrians; and 3. certain spots on
these roads contain hills/curves that make it difficult for cars to see pedestrians.
Pheasant Hill, Frost Woods, Owen, Bridge, Winnequah - No sidewalks, busy and people
drive way over speed limits; it feels very unsafe, especially when drivers are frequently
looking at their phones. Winnequah has bike lane, but don't feel comfortable using it for
walking which is a shame because it would make for nice walks with my son.
Winnequa for biking - too narrow
I try to avoid running on Winnequah due to it being busier and not having any sidewalks.
Monona Drive - b/c there is too much traffic
Winnequah Road- Between the bikers, walker and cars there is not enough room to
safely use that road
Broadway/Monona drive area--I live nearby and like to visit local business and just walk
over. Broadway and Monona drive are both really busy. I use it often for walking but there
needs to be more safety awareness. Drivers just fly through the intersection like its the
beltline. I've had several close calls with my stroller, even when I had the "walk" light.
Even with the bike lane on Monona Drive I still prefer to use the side walk if no one is on
it. The bike lane can be full of gravel etc. and it makes me nervous with the fast cars
coming up behind me.
None
I avoid East Broadway because of the traffic.
Monona drive. The bike lane is narrow and there are no bike lanes north of cottage
grove road with signs saying no bikes on sidewalks. This gives no options to bikes
Winnequah because cars and bike riders especially not from Monona, are not careful.
Bike riders especially are discourteous to drivers and walkers. They treat Winnequah like
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it's their bike path. There really needs to be a separate bike path. It's a bad accident
waiting to happen the way it is now. I've seen way too many close calls.
East Broadway between Monona Dr. and Stoughton Rd. is tough for biking because the
traffic is heavy and fast. Femrite is a better option. Most Monona streets are difficult for
walking at night because there are no sidewalks and inadequate lighting. I (and many
neighbors) wear additional lights or bring flashlights so we can see and be seen.
Monona Drive for biking. It is still too scary--even with the bike lane. Traffic moves way
too fast.
Winnequah Road near the Bait Shop to Monona Drive has a rough road
Winnequah to busy and speeding vehicles, Owen and Bridge busy.
I generally avoid Bridge Road heading north because of the hill and the curve right near
Bridge Road Park. It's a bit of a dangerous curve right near Bridge Road Park, especially
if cars are parked along the side of the road. Otherwise I don't generally avoid any
specific streets or routes unless it has to do with my physical fitness (ie. I usually try to
find routes that are less steep even if they aren't the most direct route).
For biking I prefer to avoid Nichols, Bridge, Monona Dr.
Monona Drive...curb area is often dirty and full of debris, stones, very dangerous.
Prefer avoiding Broadway, cars inconsiderate for am transport
Winnequah
Bridge Road. I live nearby and would love to bike/walk on it but it's very busy, several
curves and no sidewalk or bike lane. Also Broadway from Monona Drive to South Towne
area has similar problems.
Monona Dr. Bike lane unsafe. Inattentive drivers.
Monona drive, traffic too heavy and dabgerous
Can't think of specific routes, but there are a number of big hills that make it difficult for
me to bike
Monona dr - too much traffic; Dean Ave horrible shape & some traffic
Winnequah - narrow, busy, unattentive drivers
Winnequah road - cars + other vehicles go way above speed limit especially near the
park
Monona drive Buckeye Both because of traffic, smell of cars and quality of the roads
I avoid walking/biking on parts of Winnequah at all costs. Drivers go too fast, too close,
and are otherwise rude to pedestrians and cyclists.
None
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Any streets without bike lanes and or sidewalks
In general, streets without sidewalks are less preferred for walking. In particular, the
sidewalk exists only briefly from Monona Drive on Owen -- that stretch is pleasant to
walk, but once there's no sidewalk, much less preferred.
Dean, because there's no bike lane
I use Bridge Road but would use it more if someone did not regularly and dangerously
park along that blind curve near Bridge Road Park. Also, traffic travels at high speeds on
Bridge Road and Frost Woods. Hoping the new lanes helps to address this issue.
When monona dr turns into Atwood ave the bike lane disappears but there are signs
saying no bikes allowed on the sidewalks. In my experience bikes are not welcomed on
the road by other cars though so everyone I see rides on the sidewalk anyways. If they
don't it disrupts the traffic flow.
Monona Dr. - too much traffic
Dean, monona drive, winnequah
Winnequah Road with the colored bump outs. Nobody seems to know how to ride these-they go around and over. This morning I saw a man with a stroller walking in the bike
lane with a bike approaching. The bike swerved to go around the man into the traffic lane
but there was a car coming behind him that had slowed. When he realized then he
stopped and waited for the stroller and car to go around and then continued on.
Winnwquah for walking isn't safe. It needs sidewalks. And parking restrictions are not
enforced.
Just paying special attention to winnequah because there is no designated bike lane not
sidewalk.
Monona drive because of the loudness of traffic.
Winnequah Road for either pedestrians or bicycles is narrow, lacks enforcement for
speed and lacks enforcement to keep vehicles out of the bike lanes or more than 4 feet
from bicycles as required by law. Vehicles seem to believe the white line of the bike path
is for vehicle traffic and not for bicycles or pedestrians. Also, vehicle parking pushes
pedestrians and bicycles closer to the lane of traffic.
Winnequah (I know I put it for both--if I'm with my kids I avoid Winnequah) - people drive
like jerks (we really need to crack down on this) and its busy
I use Winnequah (the part with bike lanes) for both biking and running (and driving), but
all three make me uncomfortable, because it seems fairly congested, especially when
there's heavy bike traffic.
Monona Dr because even with the bike lanes drivers ignore the 3 foot rule and driver very
close to you. Even when there is no other traffic in the adjoining lane.
Don't like the way the bike lane goes up on the sidewalk and back into the street on
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Winnequah
n/a
Winnequah--confusing with bump outs--tons of traffic/parking/walkers/bikers--feels
unsafe.
Winnequah. No sidewalks.
Monona Drive - too busy
No
Don't like walking on Monona Dr because it's too busy and noisy with traffic. Don't bike in
hilly areas, walk on Frost Woods for convenience but wish it had sidewalks because it's
very busy.
None that have sidewalks, there dangerous!
It is a drag to bike along Monona Drive
All of the streets we have to walk on to get to the elementary school are terrible...
particularly Maywood (from Nichols to the school). The drivers are ALWAYS speeding,
pay NO heed to any school zone laws, and in the winter walking by the curb is
treacherous.
Monona Drive, Bridge St because they are loud, congested, and seem dangerous due
too many fast drivers who don't see the bike lane and don't seem to be paying attention.
These areas need more protected bike Lanes and more education for motorists or at
least signs.
bike loop during busy times - too crowded
No
Winnequah - no bike lane or sidewalks.
Monona drive. Too busy
Answer depends on time and if we are with kids or not. We never travel Monona dr but in
concept would love to if it had parking in back.
Monona drive. Too much traffic
At night, I avoid walking anywhere without a sidewalk because Monona is so poorly lit.
the back corner of Winnequah on the side of the Dream Park by the ball diamonds.
Please Please put a bike lane or sidewalk there, it is a short stretch but it is so
dangerous for pedestrians and bikers!
No
Winnequah rd from bridge to maywood park. That stretch of road is not safe for bikes.
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I prefer not to use Winnequah Road or Monona Drive because they are too busy.
Dean or Nichols in high traffic times
Tonyawatha. Bike's use it for a race track
no
Bridge rd, winnequah. Traffic.
Portions of Tonyawatha because of poor conditions of the roadway, Winnequah Trail for
the same poor conditions, and Winnequah Road is difficult to walk or bike on because of
the lack of painted bike lanes and the amount of cars, boats, and dumpsters that are in
the road.
The Bridge road and Winnequah intersection could be a bit more bike friendly.
No
Don't like Winnequah because drivers go too fast, there are no sidewalks for distance
from drivers, and because some areas are so curvy as to limit drivers' ability to see
pedestrians.
I try to stay off driving length of Winnequah as much as possible during summer because
cyclists are riding 2-3 abreast and/or riding in middle of road. It is nerve wracking to keep
them safe.
Even though it will often have a bike lane available I avoid Monona Drive when I can
simply because it's so busy and I feel safer on lower traffic / residential roads.
I despise the reworked southern part of Winnequah with the insame bike spots that push
you out into traffic. I avoid at all costs on a bike. It would be fine for running. stupidist
design ever.
Monona Drive and Nichols due to traffic.
My least favorite is Winnequah Rd, because of the poor bike trail that weaves in and out
of traffic
No
Winnequah. Too dangerous.
Aberg as its super busy
Winnequah Road between Winnequah Park and Bridge Road - for either biking or
walking - the road is too narrow, the cut-in's are ineffective and there is too much mixed
walking and biking for such a narrow road.
Winnequah because it is too busy
Monona Drive... it's too busy to be pleasant for either.
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Winnequah rd is too narrow, don't feel safe.. Cars speed
The stretch of Winnequah Road that runs from Maywood Road to Baskerville can feel
unsafe from time to time while walking or biking but that is due to the blind spots of the
hill and traffic coming around a corner.
Broadway - too busy, no bike lane. Monona Drive - bike lane is narrow, doesn't feel safe.
I don't like using Winnequah Road because it is a busy road without sidewalks and
people tend to drive fast.
Nichols Road to narrow and busy. Monona Drive scares me with my 6 year old i go on it
alone.
Winnequah is way too busy and cars drive way too fast. I don't like walking on that road.
Midmoor can also get too busy. Oh, and Owen. Cars drive way too fast on that road.
I try to avoid Winnequah with my kids because people drive fast and even though there
are some bike lanes I have to watch everything so carefully and I know people are
distracted driving. Even on my own street, Sylvan Lane, people drive much too fast, so
we are always on the lookout with the kids.
The south end of Monona Drive and Broadway are not great for biking, but unfortunately I
have to use them to get to where I want to go. Broadway in particular has very
dirty/debris-filled bike lanes. I've had flat tires result from this and in some places there is
fine rock/sand that forces a bike rider out of the bike lane.
Monona Dr (traffic) and Any poorly paved roads
No
I try to avoid biking on Monona Drive due to the heavy traffic.
Winnequah between Owen and Bridge. Monona Drive
Midmoor- too many cars/ they go too fast
I use Winnequah Road, but I prefer not to use it when possible because while walking or
biking, it does not feel safe with the car traffic.
I do not bike on Cottage Grove Road as I don't like biking around that much traffic.
Nope
I don't like biking on Monona drive between Madison and Winnequah.
Winnequah, because it is so heavily traveled.
Winnequah because it doesn't have sidewalks.
I do NOT ride on Monona drive because I do not feel safe. The new construction is
lovely, but a painted white line along the side of the road will not stop a car from hitting
me on my bike. Protected bike lanes would be WONDERFUL!!
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Monona Drive. Very dangerous traffic (speeding)
Any Street with a hill. Too hard to peddle
I don't like to tow kids in a bike trailer along Monona drive. The land doesn't feel wide
enough, plus I can't avoid sewer/drain covers so it's bumpy. I also don't like the lake loop
in Monona bc the roads are so bumpy/in rough shape. Win squab road between Bridge
and Midmoor is smooths but I really dislike sharing the designated bike lane with parked
cars and the strange insets where the bike lane turns into the crosswalk for a cross
street. Super annoying and cars dont know how to act when a cyclist is in that inset area.
I avoid Bridge Road & Winnequah Road M-F from 3:30-5:30pm due to heavy commuter
car traffic and increased speed of some of those vehicles.
Monona Drive and Broadway because of how busy they are.
Shore Acres road because it is in serious need of repair.
Winnequah -- heavy traffic and narrow bike/walk lanes
Busier streets with no bike path / lane and no sidewalk. The lack of sidewalks keeps me
from walking more often.
Winnequah Road (especially near Winnequah Park/Nichols Rd./Healy Rd. area),
considerable vehicle traffic in both directions with no marked bike lanes or sidewalks for
majority of its length. Walking/biking path from Nichols rd to Winnequah School (behind
skate park, tennis courts, pool, and Winnequah School back parking lot) the surface is in
rough shape and is uneven in many spots creating hazards when walking or biking.
Winnequah - cars too fast, too narrow Schluter - cars too fast - road is definitely wide
enough for sidewalks on at least one side!
Bike bumps on winnequah are terrible - pull them out and use regular bike lanes
Broadway could be better. I'm more or less a 'pro' bike commuter so I'm not intimidated
by cars.
No sidewalks
Monona drive due to the traffic.
I would prefer not to use Winnequah between Owen and Bridge, but there is no
alternative. This is a completely ridiculous road design, with inadequate bike lines that
are hazardous. All it takes is one inattentive driver and we WILL have a biking fatality in
Monona. The bump outs make it less safe, not more safe, because the residents park
their rubbish containers one weekday per week, do not shovel the snow, and pile their
leaves on these bump outs. This forces cyclists to be squeezed into the car traffic lane.
Further, when cars are parked on on Winnequah, there is not enough room to safely
avoid being "doored" while at the same time not risk being mowed down from behind by a
car. Further, I cannot understand why Monona and Madison can't collaborate on correctly
striping the bike lane from the bike path on Bridge road, over the bridge to its intersection
with Winnequah Road. Cyclists need to stay on the north/west side of Bridge Rd between
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the path and Winnequah, yet that's not communicated through proper pavement marking.
Please fix this! Last, I bike in the winter. Is it too much ask that we have a bare pavement
policy on the bike route? Once I get into Madison, I have no issue with ice/snow except
on the worst days - check Madison bike lanes/paths - they are usually in pretty good
shape most of the winter. But sometimes I can't get out of Monona because we don't
clear our major routes properly.
There are a handful of poor condition roads that we try to avoid. Busy roads without bike
lanes need improvement
Winnequah- terrible marked lanes, parked cars on both sides, no sidewalks, overall very
dangerous.
Bridge Road can be dangerous and needs better walking areas/slower traffic
Winnequah Rd is too busy
Winnequah. Too many parked cars and speedy drivers
Winnequah, Bridge, Frost Woods, Nichols, Dean & Monona Drive. The bike lane on
Winnequah is dangerous and confusing with frequent conflict with cars, pedestrians and
trash/recycling in bike lane. The route is also difficult with snow or ice on the ramps for
the pedestrian islands. Nichols, Bridge and Dean do not have adequate shoulder.
Monona Drive bike lane is too narrow and not delineated enough given speed of traffic.
Monona Drive near Olbrich park - no bike lane.
Monona drive - vehicle traffic
I don't like biking on Winnequah. Period. I do bike Winnequah because there are not a lot
of alternative routes to get to the bike path across the river. Jumping up & down those
"bike lanes / sidewalks" into driveways and into traffic is dangerous and congested if
there are other bikers or walkers.
Shore Acres - bumpy on bike. Winnequah a little busy for me to walk and don't want kids
on it biking either.
1. The intersection of Monona Dr. and Broadway is dangerous to anything other than
driving a car. 2.Intersection of Schulter and Nichols is dangerous to pedestrians and
cyclist. Drivers speed around the blind corners. 3. The 5 way intersection of Maywood,
Mckenna and Greenway during school days is dangerous to everyone especially the
students. 4, Portions of Winnequah need to be resurfaced and marked with appropriate
bike lanes. These are very heavily used seven days a week. 5. Work with the City of
Madison to make the section of Monona Dr. from The Tiki bar/Olbrich gardens to cottage
grove road safer for cyclist and pedestrians. mauvering that entire section with children is
dangerous.
I avoid Dean and Nichols due to car traffic.
None
Monona drive from cottage grove to the botanical gardens is too busy, but I still use it
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when I want to get to the atwood area. I dont like going out of my way east to get to the
path.
Monona Dr. and Broadway due to high traffic volume
Winnequah...it's jut too busy and people drive too fast and too close to my dogs and
myself.
We try to stay off of streets that have no sidewalks and high levels of traffic like
Winnequah Road between Maywood Park and Schluter intersection. Biking wise, even
with the bike lane, Monona Drive can be pretty intimidating due to the high speed of
traffic and the smaller sized bike lane. In regards to traveling away from Monona the
stretch when you are coming back to Monona from East side is especially tricky because
you either have to use lake path which takes you way out of your way or do a combo of
Atwood w/o bike lanes or ride on the sidewalk (which there are now signs that disallow)
Can't think of names but some for biking just don't pose as properly marked and have
poor pavement and blind corners.
winnequah rd down by frost woods beach. way to tight
Same as above
Monona Dr in rush hours
Busy car main throughfares
Shore Acres north of Dean because the road is in complete disrepair. Winnequah
because of car speed -- there should be marked bike lanes on the full stretch of
Winnequah and absolutely no parking should be allowed on the bend at Monona Motors;
very unsafe for both bikes and pedestrians.
Winnequah Rd. The road is too narrow and there is a lot of traffic/pedestrian/bikes that
makes it unsafe for smaller kids
Monona Drive -near Olbrich 1. No bike routes on streets 2. sidewalk-bikes not allowed
Busy streets -Monona Drive
While Monona Drive is nice, I can usually avoid it
Monona Dr to Atwood by Olbrich lacks bike lane from Cottage Grove Road
Monona Drive - Even though it is often the most direct route, the bike lanes don't provide
enough safety for travel a lot of the time (mostly due to the hight speeds of the motor
vehicle traffic). And the aggressive signage about riding on the sidewalks on the Monona
side of the street is discouraging.
None
None that I have encountered yet.
Monona dr. It isn't safe. Not a protected lane, not good visibility
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Bridge Road, doesn't feel safe biking with kids.
We do not allow our kids to bike on monona Dr. or Broadway due to traffic.
Winnequa Road: The design of this "bikepath' is ludicrous. My first time on it I almost
crashed. It encourages bikes to weave in and out of car traffic and in and out of
pedestrian traffic. It puts bikers and pedestrians at serious risk. Seriously, whoever
designed this path needs their PE license reviewed.
Monona dr and broadway-traffic is too fast
Monona Drive and Broadway, just too busy.
Winnequah Rd. and Nichols Rd. There is parking on one side of the road on each of
these and it makes for a very tight roadway to fit bikers and two lanes of traffic. Traffic
tends to be heavier on these roadways and tend not to abide by the speed limit or share
the road well with bikers.

Q4 - Assume that you are at home and you plan to travel to and from the following
destinations. Which mode of transportation would you currently use? (Please pick your
top two choices for each destination that applies to you)
Question
Go to work

Walk

Bike

Transit

Drive

Total

5.74%

12

44.50%

93

16.75%

35

87.08%

182

209

Go to school

46.51%

60

53.49%

69

7.75%

10

55.04%

71

129

Go to the park

81.48%

176

67.59%

146

0.46%

1

21.30%

46

216

Go to the library

60.55%

132

63.76%

139

0.92%

2

42.66%

93

218

Visit a friend

50.93%

110

52.78%

114

0.93%

2

69.44%

150

216

Get groceries

8.11%

18

28.38%

63

2.25%

5

96.40%

214

222

Leisure shopping

9.05%

19

25.71%

54

1.90%

4

95.24%

200

210

29.36%

64

42.66%

93

0.46%

1

88.07%

192

218

8.80%

19

30.56%

66

5.09%

11

96.30%

208

216

Go to a coffee/ice
cream shop

46.30%

100

67.59%

146

0.46%

1

62.96%

136

216

Get kids from one
place to another

26.32%

45

36.84%

63

1.75%

3

95.91%

164

171

Go to a
bar/restaurant
Get to an
appointment/meetin
g
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Other:

37.50%

6

50.00%

8

6.25%

1

50.00%

8

16

Other:
church
with friends
City Hall
exercise/gym
Go to airport
not applicable
Recreation
church,post offoce,medical appt
Exercise
Farmers Market
Music
Child's Daycare
Dog park
Menards
Anywhere within 15 miles
Go to the Farmer's Market

Q5.a - When are you most likely to use active transportation? (Please rank from most
important: 1, to least important: 4)
Question

1

2

3

4

Total

For leisure activities

22.80%

44

56.48%

109

20.21%

39

0.52%

1

193

For exercising or
recreation

45.60%

88

32.64%

63

18.65%

36

3.11%

6

193

For commuting to and
from necessary
destinations

27.98%

54

10.36%

20

55.96%

108

5.70% 11

193
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Q5.b - If you use active transportation to commute, why do you use it? (Please rank from
most important: 1, to least important: 5)
Question

1

2

3

4

5

6

Tot
al

It is cheaper
than driving

11.34
%

2
2

26.29
%

5
1

23.71
%

4
6

30.93
%

6
0

6.19
%

12

1.55
%

3 194

It is more
environment
ally friendly

10.82
%

2
1

36.08
%

7
0

36.08
%

7
0

10.31
%

2
0

5.67
%

11

1.03
%

2 194

To take
advantage
of the health
benefits

39.18
%

7
6

20.10
%

3
9

17.53
%

3
4

19.59
%

3
8

2.58
%

5

1.03
%

2 194

It is more
efficient faster and/or
easier for
parking

7.73
%

1
5

13.40
%

2
6

19.59
%

3
8

32.99
%

6
4

24.74
%

48

1.55
%

3 194

Other:

3.61
%

7

3.61
%

7

1.55
%

3

5.67
%

1
1

52.58
%

10
2

32.99
%

64 194

27.32
%

5
3

0.52
%

1

1.55
%

3

0.52
%

1

8.25
%

16

61.86
%

12 194
0

I do not use
active
transportatio
n to
commute

Other:
Fresh air -important too
It's more fun
Set a good example for others
For sport, pleasure, enjoyment
I
Do not use
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Good example for family, those who I work with
Easier parking
I really enjoy riding and not owning a car
It makes me happy
I can't actively rank these (computer problem?). 1.Health, 2. cheaper, 3. enviro friendly
Need an explanation of the term active transportation
The view
For fun
It is more fun
simplifies my life since my spouse and i both work and we have 1 car
Would use it
Benefits at work -- commute four times a month and get gift certificate.
none of these # options work on my mac commputer
I like to be outside and hate driving
It's fun and less stressful
My car is not available
all of the above are equal for me
the thrill of biking and seeing your community in a new light
Freedom
Fun
I drive to work
It's fun
My kids love to bike and walk too
You get to enjoy the outdoors more while biking or walking

Q6 - What keeps you from using active transportation in Monona more than you currently
do? (Please check all that apply)
Answer

%

Count
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I do not generally use active transportation in Monona

4.95%

11

Time constraints

62.61%

139

Weather/seasons

62.61%

139

0.90%

2

I need to transport kids

36.04%

80

It does not feel safe at night

18.47%

41

There are no showers where I work

13.96%

31

There are no bus routes I can regularly use

30.18%

67

My main destinations are too far from my house

47.30%

105

2.25%

5

28.83%

64

Poor road quality (please specify which road)

9.46%

21

Other

9.01%

20

Nothing

1.35%

3

Total

100%

222

I have health issues

I do not own a bike or do not know how to repair mine
There are not enough connected bike lanes or sidewalks on the routes
I want to use

Other
No weekend Monona lift service
Fear of being hit by vehicles.
the absence of bus stops and routes in monona is shameful
Difficulty carrying things on bike (say, when shopping)
I mainly go through Madison
Hauling items like lunch, bike lock, change of clothes. Having out of office meetings
I tried biking to work several times but was almost hit by cars.
Lack of B-Cycle station within Monona -- nearest are 3 miles away which is a long walk.
Traffic on Midmoor is very fast and seemingly unaware of pedestrian and bicycle rights;
Bridge Road at the bend is very dangerous when cars are parked in the bend
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would like Madison Metro to stop in Monona
There aren't enough interesting places I want to go to by bike in Monona
No bike lanes on Winnequah Road and many other roads
I am unable to actively commute to work because I must transport othes daily in my
vehicle.
Need to transport items (groceries, garden supplies, etc.) in addition to myself.
grocery store with more sustainable options too far to walk/bike
Inconsistent work hours; sometimes need to leave work in the day for errands, etc.
I would get groceries on my bike if a grocery store was within 2 mi of my house
I need to run errands across the city
Too much stuff to carry
Do not know how to repair my bike

Poor road quality (please specify which road)
Cottage Grove Rd
Dean east of Monona Drive!!!
Broadway edge of road is not regularly cleaned ; Shore Acres road surface is poor;
many other roads are pot holed and in poor condition
Cottage grove road
East dean
Winnequah Trail
Broadway bike lanes
Buckeye /Dean (Madison)
Wallace Ave
Winnequah Rd. between Waterman and Monona Dr.
Shore Acres Rd
Monona Drive by Olbrich
Cottage Grove
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Winnequah Rd
Winnequa Road

Q7 - Which of the following bicycle and pedestrian improvements would make using
active transportation more appealing to you? (Please select level of importance)
Question

Very
important

Somewhat
important

Not
important

Total

Biking and pedestrian
education

23.04%

47

44.61%

91

32.35%

66

204

Bike to school programs

26.50%

53

40.00%

80

33.50%

67

200

Ability to take bikes on
buses

25.00%

52

40.38%

84

34.62%

72

208

More designated bike
lanes

67.77%

143

23.70%

50

8.53%

18

211

More interconnected
pedestrian and bike routes

68.25%

144

20.38%

43

11.37%

24

211

Incentives from my
employer

23.47%

46

26.02%

51

50.51%

99

196

Incentives from stores I
tend to shop at

19.90%

40

35.32%

71

44.78%

90

201

Enforce laws governing
motorist behavior

46.41%

97

35.89%

75

17.70%

37

209

Better signaling and
lighting at intersections

39.02%

80

40.49%

83

20.49%

42

205

Better signage on routes

34.00%

68

44.00%

88

22.00%

44

200

Bike racks at main
destinations

49.02%

100

36.27%

74

14.71%

30

204

Bike parking at crowded
events

50.00%

102

35.29%

72

14.71%

30

204

Slower traffic

40.89%

83

34.98%

71

24.14%

49

203

Other:

81.82%

27

6.06%

2

12.12%

4

33
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Other:
Sidewalks on Frost woods road
Driver attitudes are more cautious of pedestrians or cyclists!
Enforce laws governing bikers behavior
madison metro routes
Wider bike lanes
more sidewalks
Why is biking importNt here? What about roller blading.
enforce bicycle laws
Enforce bike lawsl
Some roads or busier intersections could use some lighting
Biking, pedestrian and driver education
Air quality
B-Cycle station
Wider bike lanes so that cars understand we have a right to be on the road
Water fountianz
Informational signs to automobile users regarding presence and rights of pedestrians and
bicycles and enforcement
More sidewalks
Separation of bike and driving lanes!!
Make gas and parking more expensive
More businesses that we want to go to. Dining options or grocery like or actually trader
joes
More interesting places I'd actually want to bike/walk to in Monona
Bike's need to obey traffic signs and rules
Enforce laws governing pedestrian/bikers behavior
barrier between auto and bike lanes like they do in some places in Europe
Better maps with QR codes for bike route signage
sidewalks
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Sidewalks on main streets
Lower cost, less stops, and more frequent times of bus travel.
Enforce active lighting on cyclists during low-light hours
Better pavement in winter
sidewalks
Snow removal in bike lanes
in Madison, there are bright green painted paths when the bike path crosses a traffic light
intersection
No parking on heavily use routes Like Winnequah Rd.
Sidewalks for walking on main roads
Free air locations. Local bike shop. Bike maintenance stations. Limit parking on
Winnequah
Sidewalks
Covered bicycle parking to protect from rain.
Properly designed and built bike ways. Roads designed to slow car traffic to 20 mph.

Q8 - What else do you feel the City of Monona could do to encourage you to use active
transportation within the city?
What could Monona do to encourage active transportation, such as bicycling,...
Bike shops on NW of Monona -and for tire repair when raining
Bus stops by Menards- Femrite or even better down Shato Ln
so much depends on services posted and safety
Establish a comfortable transfer point with covered seating to sit and wait for a
connection between Madison Mero & the Lift or between the lift and Madison Para
Transit.
Enforce safer driving habits
Bike/pedestrian lanes, more stop signs or speed bumps, limited street parking, etc on
high traffic streets (Winnequah Road.) Having so many cyclists due to the Lake Loop
should make this a priority.
All of Monona Drive should have no bikes on sidewalks, as all of Monona Drive have bike
lanes.
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Be aware of bikes following the rules of the road as well. Failure to stop at red lights puts
everyone in danger, it's not only the cars responsibility to be safe. I recently saw a bike
blow through a red light while pedestrians and their children were in the crosswalk.
Wider bike lanes (especially when biking in the winter), more/brighter lighting for biking at
night/winter
More times for Monona Express...it seems very limited
Get rid of expensive useless boutique transportation and get madison metro servive. Get
a route to where senior center, library, city offices are and stops along monona dive,
broadway, etc. It is obvious that this is VERY badly needed.
Speed bumps on busy roads. Bridge Road, where I live, is a nightmare sometimes with
speeding impatient traffic. I've gotten honked at for turning into my driveway, standing at
the end of my driveway, and biking in the narrow North bike lane.
Add bike racks! Can't bike to the post office unless lock bike to railing which blocks
sidewalk. Frost Woods park and beach have no bike racks! At community events, often
the bike racks are full or blocked. There was an event at the library this summer that was
held right in front of the bike racks so no one could access them. The main roads have a
lot of traffic and no plan bikes and pedestrians to manage safely - crosswalks are barely
marked on many roads (whatever happened to zebra striping so the crosswalks were
clearly visibile?).
Collaborate with adjacent Madison to improve longer distance network and wayfinding.
Encourage compact, mixed-used redevelopment and higher-density residential
development so there are more interesting destinations nearby. Sponsor more
"encouragement" events (e.g., open streets, community rides).
either widen the roads or add more pedestrian/bike routes to Panther Tr., Pheasant Hill
Rd., and Owen Rd.
More sidewalks and bike lanes! Crack down on reckless/distracted drivers! I moved to
Monona from downtown Madison less than a year ago, and I am flat out shocked by how
careless and reckless drivers are here. There are so many small children playing/walking
around our streets and it's not safe. This has been a huge disappointment for me. I'm not
sure if I'll allow my son to ride a bike around our neighborhood with the way things
currently are. I was also hoping to buy a bike when he gets a little older so we can ride
together, but not sure if I want to encourage him to bike in Monona.
Nothing. Things are good. We have great access already. Please don't spend more tax
dollars on this.
Bike lanes. Bike boulevards.
I am not sure what you meant about active transportation. I think my family does a good
job walking and biking, especially to our jobs and for exercise. We know it is important so
we are doing are best by using this methods. I think Monona's streets are generally wide
enough that things are not an issue. The only problem we have had is that the roads are
not always brushed clean of winter gravel and such. My husband even fell, hurting is
thumb bad because of turing a corner that was not clean and free of gravel.
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Bike lanes
Connecting bus system so that it is easier to take the bus.
Bike lanes/signage could be improved - especially on Monona Drive between Walter St.
and Cottage Grove Rd. (I know part of this isn't in Monona but maybe Monona could
work with Madison on a solution). Winnequah Rd. also has very odd bike lanes.
Bike lakes, sidewalks and street lights
I like seeing more bike lanes on the city streets. Maybe a bit wider.
Enforce ALL traffic laws, especially speeding and stop sign violations, for cars as well as
bikes.
more education to keep leaves, brush on terraces until collected...not put in streets
If there was available dog "parking " or little crates at the library and Kens like at festival
foods I would always walk to those businesses all year around.
Better bike lanes and sidewalks
Up to me mostly, takes more time and planning. I think Monona is doing a good job of
bike ecouragement. Madison could do better on Atwood to Winnequah. Need a bike lane
off the road along Atwood and Winnequah.
More businesses with a neighborhood, walkable feel. I live close to Copps, Noodles, etc
and have walked there, but the parking lot isn't pedestrian-friendly.
Move us to better weather, say Florida.
I'm curious why this is a focus suddenly. Monona is tremendously bike friendly and gets
many lake loop bikers each day. If Monona residents choose not to walk or bike that is
their choice. The biggest problem for biking in my experience is drivers that try to rush
past bikers on Winnequah rather than slow down until it's safe. Walking is a challenge
given many roads in Monona have no sidewalks, particularly challenging in winter months
when it's darker, but if walkers make an effort to stand out with lights or vests I haven't
seen problems.
Employee incentives, more casual attire days
More education on Monona transit
Educating, Signs Having a bike event
Safe routes away from traffic.
Add a B-Cycle station please please please.
More bike lanes, bike clubs for kiddos too
Have events where everyone bikes to work or school for the day or an extended period of
time to encourage everyone to take part. We would feel much safer if we're biking in
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numbers I think. It helps to see others in the community getting out there and it makes it
less scary to join the movement of you're not the only one on the road. It also would force
drivers to be more aware that there are cyclists sharing the road with them and force
them to learn or remember the rules of communication with us (hand signaling to show
we are Going to make a turn or stop)
Expanded bus service. Connect buses to Madison metro
I recently moved here from Portland, OR and there were many biking incentives such as
rentalable bike storage downtown and showers in many buildings
Enforce road rules on winnequah
Bbike stations.
Not sure really. I feel confident to walk and ride around our community. Slowing down
on Winnequah would be huge, though.
Don't listen to the bikies
Sidewalks, bike paths/lanes are critical for families, people with dogs, the elderly, walking
in the winter (the side of the road is rarely plowed in the winter making it even more
difficult to walk). A divided bike lane on Winnequah seems essential (along with
sidewalks). Painted lines on other roads would work for biking and sidewalks on at least
some of the busier streets. Nichols needs either a speed hump at the Midmoor
intersection or a four way stop. Love Monona, but I do not feel safe when walking with my
children (or my dog for that matter) given the current infrastructure. As an aside, a
walkable/bikeable grocery store would be a huge addition to the community (placing it
near the library/community center/pool would be super!).
Flatten out the hills ;) Sidewalks on the busier more heavily used streets such as Frost
Woods, Owen and Winnequah.
We are all told that choice is important, I choose to drive!
Nothing
Make Monona Drive feel safer to ride along. Easier connection to the bike trail behind
Olbrich Garden.
Separate bike paths, pedestrian paths, and traffic. Create a map of active pedestrian
paths/bicycle paths to prominent locations. Enforce traffic violations. Create a LARGER
school zone where speed of 15 MPH is ENFORCED (I saw ONE police car, ONE TIME,
for about 5 minutes this past school year during the morning school-commute time, on
the main pathway into Winnequah elementary - this is not protecting our youngest
citizens!). For example, the speed zone for Winnequah should extend through Maywood
from Greenway to Nichols. And should be actively enforced! No driving over 15MPH
when pedestrians are present. We are often dismayed with drivers in Monona. We think
that a standard "15 MPH" rule should exist around ANY pedestrians on roads without
sidewalks. All main travel routes should have sidewalks (Maywood/Midmoor, etc.) All
"mainly residential" streets should have a 15-20 MPH speed limit to discourage cars from
"cutting through". When the crossing guard is at Nichols & Maywood cars often turn down
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Flamingo and McKenna to cut across to Winnequah, and "fly" (30-40mph) down these
roads.
Work on educating us about how to use the bus to connect to the Madison bus efficiently.
I have no idea how that works and have never heard a success story. But I may just be
ignorant!
Connect to Madison Metro - OK to pay a little extra for Monona to Madison connection
I feel Monona does a great job already, except enforcing bike driving rules. They do
have more important concerns. I would not like to see more sidewalks.
Sidewalks and bike lanes
- a lot couple be done with Monona drive from lighting, placement of parking (back), new
business, bike lane
Do a better job getting good businesses on Monona Drive (a Trader Joes or Brennan's or
Co-op, an open-in-the-evening coffee shop/wine bar, better restaurant options, etc). Or
make access to Aldo Leopold more bike friendly. So many options.
I wish City of Monona would arrange for Madison Metro stops on Monona Dr. The
closest stop is a mile walk from home. Monona Transit is good for regular commuters but
is not available in the middle of the day. Also they won't pick up in downtown in the
mornings or drop off downtown in the evenings.
When doing future road work don't over think it. Best place for my kids to ride is on level
pavement not up on a sidewalk and back down on a street.
Get better mass transit that doesn't just go downtown/to campus a few times a day. Have
mass transit on weekends. Teach the bus drivers to stop at designated stops even if
there is no one they recognize as a regular user. If they don't know you, they think you
aren't waiting for them and drive on without stopping. It's not very encouraging to take the
bus when you are stranded at your stop and there won't be another bus coming until the
next day because the bus hardly ever runs.
Monona transit to offer some weekend service to downtown for those wanting to go out,
farmers market, shop, etc
Living off Winnequah trail, we frequently see bikers running stop signs off Tonyawatha
(close to Nichols), on the loop route, we see bikers riding down the middle of the road, in
some cases 2-3 wide and walkers , walking 2-4 wide with no concern of their safety or
consideration of "sharing" the road with vehicles. Though motorists should share the
road with bikers/walkers, Winnequah has become very unsafe and I am surprised there
are not more accidents reported. Bike lanes and police presence would help enforce the
law, and make the distinction of where everyone should be clear. I have 2 children, one
just learning to drive, and I continuously warn them to be extra cautious on that road
because of the lack of consideration. We bike, walk and run on these streets and are
very careful not to be an obstacle/menace.
A few more streetlights on the roads at night would be helpful. It can be dark out on the
roads and few sidewalks exist.
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RTA or other way to connect with Madison bus system
I worry about my bike being stolen so I am hesitant to take it to something like the pool or
some other crowded venue. I have a decent bike and it would be a target.
Winnequah Road is a confusing non-standard design that does not adequately separate
bikers and traffic. For non-residents riding the lake loop, it is a confusing area with no
maps and inadequate signage. I also believe urban planners are routing the Lake
Monona loop where they want or hope bicyclists will travel and not where the people are
actually biking. That results in wasted effort and resources invested in lesser used
routes.
Nothing. Waste of tax dollars
Hold education classes to get me up to use a bike and benefits to using bikes vers driving
always
It's not so much in the city but connection to areawide activities - downtown in particular.
Better bike lanes... Or more properly marked bike lanes would help. More walking paths
but no new sidewalks. The cost and maintenance is not worth it and it would cause more
people to ride their bikes on the sidewalks which I'm opposed to.
Have public transportation within the city limits. And/Or, on weekends and out of work
times to Madison. At stop lights, make the walk sign automatic, so you don't have to push
the button and potentially wait an entire light cycle to walk. I was not able to rank the
questions above due to not being able to click and enter the numbers in that section.
Sidewalks would be a benefit for walking and allowing my son to bike around the
neighborhood with a little less worry from me (he's only 5). However, I sure like not
having to clear a sidewalk in the winter!
Anything that would slow traffic down and create more trails, sidewalks, wide shoulders
and bike lanes. Being active as a family is very important to us, but perhaps our biggest
disappointment since moving to Monona is that it doesn't feel very safe to walk, run and
bike, especially with our young children. Therefore, active transportation here is much
less relaxing and less enjoyable than it has been for us as a family in the other
communities we have lived in...we have to constantly be on the lookout for traffic. Even
for me as an adult, I find running less enjoyable on some roads due to the lack of
sidewalks and trails and the speed of some drivers. Thank you for taking residents
opinions into consideration. We comment and appreciate your efforts to create a more
active, health and sustainable city! Some of these changes would certainly draw more
young families to the area. Thank you.
Work with UW (where I work) to decrease the cost of rides on Monona Transit to the
campus. It's really not that much cheaper to park my car on campus.
Improve road surfaces. Reduce car traffic.
A crossing guard at the five way stop during school hours
The bike to school program would have to include motorists slowing down a lot.
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Currently, it is not safe for young bike riders to ride alone because drivers go too fast. I
live near a school and they very often zoom in and out as if their car were on fire.
Sometimes, as an adult, I don't feel safe walking even. I am in full support of making
Monona more of an active transportation town and we will need a long-term approach in
collaboration with the community in order to make it safer, especially for young children.
This also includes teens walk to high school.
Main routes like Winnequah Road north/west of Maywood have decent amounts of traffic
and it does not feel safe when I am riding or walking with kids without a sidewalk or bike
lane at least.
Just keep the conversation open and on people's minds. I want my kids to want to bike
and walk around, so I will continue to encourage that. More designated bike paths might
help with drivers's ability to recognize a biker's right of way. Thank you!
Nothing, at this time.
Biking is pretty nice around Monika. Walking can be unpleasant on Winnequah because
of the traffic, hills, lack of sidewalks. Better lake access would help with adding
destinations.
Advertise thru Herald, Chamber of Commerce, Senior Center, Businesses
Events that I can bike to
More paths -- not designated bike lanes. Build a "traffic playground" like they have in
Copenhagen.
As I stated above, bike racks at business are rare, I think having them in place it may
increase biking to those destinations.
Bike Boxes at intersections, Incentives, Improve bike infrastructure, Bike education,
Improve bike parking availability especially covered bike parking.
I already feel encouraged.
I was unable to figure out how to make rankings in the questions above. I clicked and
clicked but could not figure out how to indicate 1, 2, 3, etc.
Improve bike lane/sidewalk access, especially along Winnequah Road (where it does not
currently exist) and the bike/walking path (behind the community pool, skate park, and
tennis courts).
tax credit for lower car mileage
SIDEWALKS SIDEWALKS SIDEWALKS
Sidewalks, let people ride on sidewalks if they don't feel safe
Come and talk to the peeps at trek. There are 15-20 trek employees living in monona
that I know of- and were advocates ready to help our community
More sidewalks
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I don't know.
Thanks for this survey. We need to have some bare pavement routes in the winter
months so people can bike, run, walk their pets, etc., without having to worry about injury.
Dean, Nichols, Midmoor, Owen and certain parts of Winnequah would be good
candidates. A scheme can probably be derived that would minimize salt use, but ensure
nobody is more than 4/5 blocks from a winter route.
Some streets and intersections have too much traffic (ex. Monona Drive) for kids to travel
safely. You can't trust the lights or the walk signal because so many people run the lights,
or they turn into the crosswalk without yielding. Maybe some education and traffic
enforcement might help the issue? I don't really have any great suggestions, but that's
the major barrier for our family using more active transportation.
Apps that make it very easy to figure out options from getting from A to B (whether
walking / biking) etc.
Connect with Madison Metro both ways.
Since so many people live in Monona but work in Madison, Monona would benefit from
more frequently running the Monona Express. Additionally, the Monona Express is more
expensive than Madison public transport, so - as is - I am generally more inclined to walk
a few blocks further and catch a Madison bus than to take the Express.
enough space for bike lane helps a lot
Educate community of the benefits and initiatives of the community
Sidewalks!
Connect and enlarge (or protect) bike lane along Monona Drive to Atwood; especially
between Cottage Grove road towards Madison - today, this leg is incredibly dangerous
and Monona's "no bikes on sidewalk" signs endanger everyone. Get rid of the dangerous
(and probably illegal) islands on WInnequah. Replace with big, safe sidewalks on
Winnequah and a clearly demarkated bike lane. Create a bicycle boulevard route
through Monona near Monona Drive businesses - e.g., Gordon Avenue - with pedestrian
and bike-friendly access to Monona Drive businesses. Review bike lane access on
Winnequah Road and Nichols Rd near community center where bike lane is suddenly
absent at crest of hill - a barrier for families and safety-minded cyclists and walkers.
There used to be "cross walk / stop for pedestrians" spike / signs in the road at a couple
of crosswalk intersections. I think those are really important and we should have
crosswalk spikes in the middle of the road at every crosswalk in the city. Also, I like the
visibility of the bright green painted paths when a bike path crosses a traffic light
intersection. Thanks for asking!
1. Slow the speed of traffic on Nichols, Dean and Winnequah with speed bumps and
traffic enforcement. 2.Connect outlying portions of the city like Wal-mart/south town area
and Menards with better bike routes.
A number of Monona residents work at Trek Bicycle. We can help. If you'd like to discuss
in person - you can be reach me at 541-729-2025 My name is Amanda Schulze
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*****Enforce no cell phone use while driving***** Cyclists are getting killed from
inattentive driving
High quality Monona bike shop for service, education, and hosting a variety of group
rides. More routes and lanes on the south east side. Outer connection to more routes
like the CapCity loop to encourage exploration outside of the area. Monona/Madison are
already amazingly bike-able, so this is asking to improve on an already great thing!
The city is small enough to bike around efficiently. I would use transit more often if it were
part of the Madison Metro service. Monona transit will only get me part of the way to my
office. I have to take Madison Metro the rest of the way. I do not want to have to buy two
separate passes for 1 trip.
Cannot think of anything that has not been mentioned in this survey
Much of the biking focus seems to be on recreational bikers (that may or may not be
citizens) that take the lake path around Lake Monona and not as much on transportation
of Monona citizens within Monona.
Enforce speed and stopping at many locations throughout Monona. I live on a corner lot
and have 2 kids who love to be on their bikes in the driveway. However, I don't feel overly
safe as drivers will come through at 30-40mph (25mph zone) and roll or completely
ignore the stop sign(s).
Educate drivers to share the road, encourage biker safety (wear neon, use bike lights,
etc), educate bikers
Improve transit system I'm already active (in nice weather)
More group organized rides for different populations - kids, families, adults. More
publicity for the awesome lake loop and better signage to feature cool Monona resources
(e.g., distance to Monona pool, library, Monona Bait & Ice Cream, playgrounds, public
lake access for picnics, historic landmarks (native indian mounds), bike maintenance
stations, locations with free air, coffee shops and restaurants). We also have probably
more Free Little Libraries and playgrounds per capita and should showcase that better!
More marked routes with fun names that cover community highlights: Silver Eagle High
Five Miles. My family did a route to all the playgrounds one summer and spent a whole
afternoon sampling every slide and swing.
Outside of Monona, but a better more direct bike path connection along Monona drive to
Atwood to get to Madison locations.
Parking is an issue all over Monona, incentives for those using city services (Library,
Pool, Park Activities) for riding bikes/walking.
Make the call that connector streets need sidewalks. This is for the better of everybody.
Our lack of sidewalks is preventing many families from deciding to move here. We need
to make Monona a place where people would want to raise their families.
B-cycle Places to fill tires with air
Fix Monona Drive/Atwood by Olbrich. That is a death trap. Make Fri/Sat bar time trips!!!
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More "Bike To" Events
Allow riding on sidewalks in general and in particular on Monona Drive or work with the
City of Madison to get the Monona Drive bike lanes extended at least all the way to
Walter St.
Bus share/pass incentives for UW employees. It is almost the same daily cost to drive
and park than t is to take bus in.
More bike lanes
I think that more people would use active transport if there were routes that pass near
popular parks and businesses.
More designated bike lanes
More bus options. Public transportation is very much geared only to M-F 9-5 commuters
and seniors.
1. Protected bike lane on Monona Drive and Winnequa Road (all of it, but especially
Maywood to Bridge) 2. Improve connection of Winnequa bike path to Capitol City Path
via Dempsey-Davies_Allis School grounds. 3. Fully join with Madison Metro.

Q9 - Did you know that Monona has its own bus service, the Monona Express?
Answer

%

Count

Yes

89.33%

201

No

10.67%

24

100%

225

Total

Q10 - If you do NOT use Monona's bus service, why not? (Check all that apply)
Answer

%

Count

I would rather drive

29.44%

63

It is too expensive

12.62%

27

Buses take too long

23.83%

51

It is not reliable enough

4.21%

9

I use Madison Metro instead

9.35%

20

I just do not like taking a bus

9.35%

20
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Buses don&amp;#39;t run where I need to go

47.20%

101

7.48%

16

16.82%

36

1.40%

3

Buses don&amp;#39;t run when I need to go (i.e. run too early, run too
late, do not run on weekends)

36.45%

78

Other

15.42%

33

Total

100%

214

Stops to get on the bus are not convenient
I don't know enough about how to use the service
I had a bad experience with Monona's bus in the past

Other
Other
Would like to buy a pass (i.e. $50) unlimited rides for 1 year
Because I usually have purchases & don't want to haul stuff on a bus.
I use it primarily when the weather prohibits biking to work
ridiculously useless and expensive
Separate fares required for Metro and Monona Express. We need a seamless system.
I have to drop my son off at daycare; he uses a car seat
Most people think it's for elderly only!
We mostly bike or walk to work. Grocery shopping I need a car.
I don't know much about it.
It would take well over 1 hour to get from my home to work on this bus (with substantial
walking in Madison), whereas my driving commute is only 15 minutes.
The bus is a great option when I can't ride my bike. Hours could be better, but I am not
an active rider.
Madison is very car friendly. If parking were more expensive I might consider taking the
bus but as it stands there is no incentive to do so.
What about Monona lift??
I use it
I did use it wh n I had shoulder surgery
I did not know we had a bus service. I only knew of Madison metro.
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I bike.
Monona MUST drop it's own service and use Madison Metro just like Middleton does. I
can buy an annual bus pass through work for $24 but I must drive to park and ride to
catch a madison metro bus. It would cost me over $700 a year to ride the Monona
Transit.
hauling children around to specific activities/appointments.
I work out of town & Dane county
I work from home and therefore don't commute.
Have used when car was in shop. Convenient, fast, good experience!
Older buses can be very uncomfortable and sometimes dangerous
I need a car for work, but when possible I bike. Bus transpiration is easy for me to use,
but it does not work for me in my current life situation.
convenients
I rode the bus before we bought a 2nd car. It was SO SO EARLY! Could not continue
because my work schedule was later in the day.
I was getting sick using the old bus, diesel fumes got to me. I like to bike to work better
but not always practical in winter.
Inconsistent work hours
I can usually go by bike faster and on my own schedule.
don't have consistant hours or locations
Haven't looked into schedules and such.
I bike

D1 - Are you a resident of Monona? (If not, please specify your city/town)
Answer

%

Count

Yes

85.27%

191

No

14.73%

33

100%

224

Total

D1_2_TEXT - No
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No
Yes and no. I live part time at my moms in Monona. And I grew up there. I also live on
Packers Ave in Madison.
Stevens Point, WI
Madison
Cottage grove
Fitchburg
Cottage Grove
Madison but close
Town of duun
Mcfarland
Madison
Madison
Lake Mills
Monona
Madison
Madison
Monona
houses across the st in monona
Madison
Edgerton WI
Madison
monona
Madison.
MONONA
Madison
Madison wi
monona
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Madison, WI
Madison, East Side
D3 - With which gender do you identify?
Answer

%

Count

Male

35.27%

79

Female

64.29%

144

Prefer not to answer

0.00%

0

Other

0.45%

1

Total

100%

224

D4 - What is your current age?
Answer

%

Count

Under 18

0.00%

0

18 - 29

3.57%

8

30-44

46.88%

105

45-64

40.63%

91

65 and over

8.93%

20

Total

100%

224

D5 - Which of the following groups best describes your racial or ethnic background?
Answer

%

Count

White/Caucasian

94.22%

212

African American

0.00%

0

Native American

0.89%

2

Asian

0.89%

2

Hispanic/Latino

0.44%

1

Prefer not to answer

3.11%

7

Other

0.89%

2
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Total

100%

225

D6 - Which of the following best describes you? (Please check all that apply)
Answer

%

Count

Full-time student

0.00%

0

Part-time student

2.65%

6

Employed full-time

68.58%

155

Employed part-time

11.50%

26

Retired

9.73%

22

Unemployed

1.33%

3

Self-employed

8.85%

20

Full-time parent

11.95%

27

100%

226

Total

D7 - What group roughly includes your household's total yearly income?
Answer

%

Count

Under $40,000

11.22%

23

$40,000 to just under $100,000

40.98%

84

$100,000 to just under $150,000

39.51%

81

over $150,000

8.29%

17

Total

100%

205

D8 - Please add any additional comments you may have
Comments:
I live part time in Monona and grew up. My kids go to school there.
Glad to see a needs survey
The bike lanes at the Bridge and Winnequah intersection are difficult, used unsafely and
badly marked. I live right there and I see a lot of unsafe issues.
Having to get children to/from school and/or activities AND work full-time creates timing
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issues which is why active transport is difficult
Please start using the text & email alert system to notify citizens in advance of scheduled
runs/races. Sometimes I can't navigate the area or get out of my driveway.
Thank you for working to improve active transportation and transit in Monona!
We have great markings already. Winequah design at new section is a challenge for
bikers and motorists!
I like the bicylcist. I do see a lot of pedestrians and bicyclists not following laws and/or
acting unsafely. More education is needed for both active transport users and motorists.
Grew up in Monona and moved back cause we love it so much.
I wish there would be information out to the public about safety in walking facing traffic,
not with traffic.
As you have paved the streets this summer, I like seeing more makrd bike/pedestrain
lanes.
thanks for the opportunity... I spend a good deal of time in Monona (and Iove WVMO)
Bike seven miles to work in good weather
Thank you for collecting citizen feedback. I really hope to see improvements as a result.
I bike a lot (~200 miles/week). Monona is pretty good
Dissapointed that Monona Lift was not mentioned
Monona transit is an unknown asset. More communication
I am glad that we have a community in monona focused on sustainability, that's
awesome!
Education would go a long way so that people may better use Monona Drive bike lanes,
which I think are awesome. Also, teaching how to use Google maps for bike routes
would help a lot of people to avoid busy streets.
For the places I need to go...I usually need to carry too many items to take a bike.
Otherwise, I do bike or walk when I can....with the exception of work as it's just too far
away and there's no connectivity.
I love living in Monona; since 2014. I don't love the lack of Madison Metro in Monona.
I drive a car that gets 44 miles per gallon, and I enjoy driving it!
If Monona is going to continue to NOT have sidewalks on every street, they need to
address driver behaviour in a massive way. Bike lanes should not be in traffic lanes.
Thank you for addressing these issues! The only reason I don't like living in Monona is
the lack of sidewalks and the related perceived hardship as a pedestrian here.
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Thank you for taking the time to look into these issues. Your work is appreciated.
I would like to see Monona become more bike/pedestrian friendly, and/or connect the
neighborhoods to the business district
Sidewalks on the southern half of winnequah would be gerat.
Senior sould like to know more about this services
Dating someone from Monona
When we bought our most recent house, we decided not to purchase in Monona bc of the
lack of sidewalks. I think sidewalks show a commitment to a walkable community and
they give children a safe place to ride bikes.
Thank you for asking. Would like to bike more but afraid of cars.
The road disruption curbes on Winnequah down near the bridge road end are very poor
for bike travel and poorly designed. Often full of debrise, trash cans or limbs and rude
with bumps that do not welcome bikes!
I'd like to feel like u can ride with my daughter to the park and not have to worry about
traffic
Glad you're taking the survey.
Could not get question 5 to work
Thank you! This is a big positive opportunity for Monona and I'd love to support better
active community infrastructure in my neighborhood.
The gender identification question was nicely worded :)
Thanks for asking. Monona is a great place to live, walk, ride - but we can always
improve!
Thank you for reaching out to the community to hear our voices.
It is frustrating to see the lack of enforcement on both motorists and cyclists in Monona
and the county/state where even police enforcement is in plain sight and nothing is done.
Riding on sidewalks where it is clearly marked they shouldn't be. Cars not giving cyclists
enough room (including police officers which has happened to me MANY times). The lack
of education on the rights of cyclists and pedestrians is appalling for both citizens and law
enforcement.
Thank you for considering these important topics
Thanks
I generally feel pretty good about active transportation in Monona, but it isn't quite perfect
yet.
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